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PREFACES
The African slave trade to the United States lasted 
for over two hundred end forty years, but it was in the 
course of the lest twenty years from 1842-62 that the United 
States and Great Britain became mutually involved in Its 
suppression, Baring this period, the United States and 
Great Britain emerged as the prime movers la the suppres­
sion of the slave trade* In the years just prior to and 
during the- Civil War the two nations moved from an atti­
tude of discord to.one of cooperation* It is therefore 
the purpose of IMS thesis to present a drama of con­
flicting and confusing policies of the two nations, in 
their attempt to suppress the African S-lave Trade,
A study of these problems involve the use of the 
British Sessional papers and the Parliamentary Debates as 
well as the American Government documents, These sources - 
contain valuable information which reflects the position 
and opinions of the two nations toward the slave trade 
and its suppression,
X wish to thank members of the Department of 
History for their interest and assistance, I ewe a 
special debt of gratitude to Dr, Roy M. Robbins, Pro­
fessor of History, for his advice, counsel and guidance
in the preparation of this thesis* I also express my 
thanks to the staff of the University Library and 
particularly to Miss Ella Jane Dougherty* Last, but 
certainly not least, I thank my -wife for her patience, 
comments and labors, However# any errors that may 
exist are my sole responsibility.
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In i$%$, slavery and tte slave trade were introduced 
to the American Colonies when a' ship from the Coast of. Africa 
visited yamsstowsi* Virginia .and sold, twenty African Negroes 
to the colonists* With this first introduction to- African 
slave- labor to the Colonies* the trade oontiimed only on m 
federate scale for the next seventy years* Much of the need 
for laborers during this time was supplied by colonists and 
white indentured servants arriving from. Europe*
After 1890* the importation of Hegro slaves increased 
when the need increased* Mfe had become more genteel and 
refined in the Colonies! farms grew into plantations*
Between 1719*1750# a yearly average of B&00 African Negroes 
was being supplied to meet the labor needs of the expanding 
agricultural and domestic interests* Thin yearly average 
almost tripled during the years l?60~i77®*^ Froportiona tely 
to the demand for slaves* the slave trade increased rapidly 
by 1843* the .greater share of the trade going to the
&Hich&rd B. Morris* ed*# Encyclopedia of American 
History (rev. ed*i Hew fork! Harper S irHo^ltm$y^ 
lS8|yr». * Cited hereafter as Morris* American
Southern planters- la the United States' and large plantations 
In Cubs*
prior t© lS4i* separate legislation had been enacted 
for the suppression of the slave trade by great Britain and 
the United States* Because of significant deficiencies* 
this early legislation proved to be ineffective in our* 
tailing the trade* fhe slave trade became a profitable 
venture for those traders willing to assume the necessary 
risks and wiles to avoid prosecution under these existing 
Separate laws*
treat Britain had assumed the role of universal 
humanitarian during- this early period with regard to the 
slave trade and other reform measures* Because of her 
leadership in the humanitarian movement* Oreab Britain 
desired to see slavery abolished throughout the world and 
the slave trade suppressed * great Britain could not-boast 
of her virtues* particularly since she was an early leader 
in the slave trade* By the treaty of Utrecht, April 11,
If 13# Oreat Britain was allowed to import into the Spanish 
Colonies 4,000 Begroes a year*^ But, by the beginning of 
the nineteenth century* she had abolished the slave trade* 
and after August 1* 1834, had abolished slavery in the
^William 1** Banger* compiler and editor* An 
Encyclopedia of World History {rev* ed*l Cambridge* 
'iistliiseWar m r v f f f f i m  Iress* J$63)* P* 450*
British Empire *3 $** fact* it was sot until the start of the 
nineteenth century that the Americans became the leaders is 
the slave trade*
Both groat Britain and the. United States abolished 
the slave trade- before they abolished slavery* England 
first prohibited - -the importation of slaves to the West 
Indies in 1791^ ' and then after January i, 1808, she pro** 
hIMted the-slave trade to any- of her possessions* For 
the nest sikby years# England was largely occupied in the 
task of inducing other nations to stop the slave trade*
It was the British who continually pressed the Americans 
to abolish slavery# revise her laws concerning slavery and 
the slave trade and enter into a mutual treaty for 
suppression of 'the African slave trade*
%arl Stephenson and Frederick George Msreham* 
editors and translators# Sources of English Const!totion&l 
history {hew forkt hai^r':wlSro®&*I#^ r®!lSiErS#,;% g$fYp'r' 
p 7 Y W * ..this is the British Emancipation Act of 1833*
Spaniel f * M m n ix and Malcom Cowley* Black Cargoes* 
A history of the Atlantic Slave frade 151-8*iSSS^ Thew'liorEi 
fhTfllSngTFr^^ as m x m ix
and Cowley# Black Cargoes*
%reat Britain* farIIament* Sessional Papers {house 
of Commons), 1806*07* Vol. I* 1 An Act 'for’the'1 'Abollblon 
of the Slave trade *1 pp. A 5-5%. this general work cited 
hereafter as
^William tew Hamieson* 0-reat Britain and the Slave 
trade I839»i8§ft {hew forks Cctagoi "&£©# lie *. W®f)$ 
p7 T? citSa iereatter as Mathieson# .Slave trade*. See 
Appendix I for a list of dates when dKlf^WrFEaTn abolished 
the slave trade with other nations*
Xn the ; United State©,. the ■ question .«f the slave 
trade was- discussed .in the Constitutional Convention of. 
1787, and became one of.the, important compromises, Article 
t$.Section. 9 of 'the Constitution of the United States reads* 
“The migratton or importation of such persons aa any of the... 
states now existing shall think proper to admit, shall not 
toe prohibited by the Congress prior to the year one thousand 
eight, hundred, and eight, v. *. »*» addition .-to. the const!-* 
tutlonal.provision, an Act was passed March 22, 1794, by the 
United States Congress which prohibited, under forfeitures 
end fines* the building or equipping of any ■vessels in the 
United States* for transporting ©laves to foreign ports. 
Another Act of May 19* 1000, made it unlawful for any United 
States eitiaen to toe concerned or employed in the trans­
portation of ©laves from one foreign country to another.
Finally, an Act of Congress was passed March 2,
1807, which definitely prohibitod the importation of slaves 
.from abroad after January 1* 1008-* At last cooperation 
was needed between Great Britain and the United State© in 
regard to the laws concerning the ©lave trade# With the 
Treaty of Ghent, signed December 24* 1014* the United
1I#1
'%♦$■*# tongreas, lease*. Mmtmntn Itefftaltting to .$t*t 
of the tlntoa iBy *
isrwisrripsr i r w n P i . s i w w r w i l #  m » '
nftULUam io o ie l l f  S la v e s  aoff A n tiy S la v e ry  (flew  
forlsri • W *. HaTO ei, 185&)» .p p T ^ S S ^ ^ T 1" W te l^ K e re a Z te r  m  
f e e ie i t *  S layer
States and' Orest Britam into closer relations for
tee suppression of the slate trade* Article X of tee Treaty 
resist
Whereas ■ the traffic to slates is ireeconoiiable 
with tea principles of humanity ami Justice* and 
whereas Soto His Majesty and the toibei States ate 
desirous of eembtoutog ttieif efforts to promote • its 
entire abolition* it is hereby agreed teat tote tee 
contrasting parties stall use bteir test endeavours to 
acecmiiiisi* so teelrsble an object*9
toe United States esrtifiuei to set on th e problem*
By am Act of March 2* iflf * the totted States Maty was 
authorised to capture state teasels employed to the trade* 
All African. Negroes freed from these captured ships were 
to he provided for by tee tedeteltotefm«mb until they 
were removed from tee United States* lm addition* tee Act 
stated teat individual states m m  no longer allowed to 
teep and sell African Negroes they had captured,*® I n  1820* 
tee totted Mate* tooh the holiest step of all nations and 
declared tee slave trade piracy, By an Act of May 15* 1820, 
stave trading was ieolarti to to piracy and to he punish** 
sbi# by death* toe totted 'States planned to Join a movement 
with other nations to mM* the slate trade. am set of piracy 
as a measure of. ptmishmemt ami a Mims of suppression*
%umter Miller* treaties and. Otter  .... .. ...
Acts of the .tolfced itateClif^ lirloa {Stefs*! toiSSSJpsSiii
'UTST WtermeHlTFriiBSIg^0WlceT"lS^l^ 19^8) * II# 581.
Cited hereafter as fuller# _
boodellf ilatery* p
6However, the movement did not succeed because: the United 
States would net agree to the practice of visitation and 
search'of her vessels by other nations during the tims of 
peace.**
Hie British and Americans came close to an agreement 
on the subject of declaring the Slav© trad© piracy.■ After 
long negotiations in leaden* the United States represents- 
tlve, MX* Richard ■ Rush, signed a convention with the Saltish 
in March 1824* St was immediately ratified by Great Britain 
and the slave trade was declared piracy by an Act of Parlia­
ment ,i2 All that was needed now was to have the convention 
ratified by the United States,' and the two most powerful 
nations would put an end to slave trading. However* it was 
charged that'during' the Presidential campaign in-the United 
States in 1824, the rival candidates, John Quincy Adama,1  ^
then Secretary of State, and William H. Crawford-, the 
Secretary Of treasury, used' -the 'convention as a political 
football* As a result, the United States did not ratify
filler, ireatltjiu xv, 438,
*2Hugh o.
Slav© frade in Ana 
pB«4m®57' w m  #
Sited hereafter as
*%ohn Quincy Adams (1767-1848), Sixth President 
of the United States, 1825-1829. See Allen Johnson end 
Dumas Malone* eds,* Dictionary of American Biography 
(22 vols*.| Hew. Yorki " 'Charles Scribner’s" sons* 1928-1958),
1, 84-93. Sited hereafter as DAB.
Soulsby, arch and the
u.yicwi'frwtwi'Soulsby
7the convention, The death penality for the slave trade 
Was retained by the British until 1837, when it use again 
reduced to transportation,***
ft» movement whereby Great Britain abolished the 
slave trade in 1807 tint*' brought about the emancipation of 
the slaves in all British possessions in 180b the 
British possessions in Berth America supported the British 
Government in their anti-alavary drive and this helped to 
put pressure on the Baited states to follow suit**®
England possessed a superior Navy and felt it was 
her responsibility to use her Navy by helping other nations 
abolish ■said prevent the slave trade, *7 To persuade Spain 
and Portugal to outlaw the sieve trade haul been an easy 
task* it only involved money, the British taxpayer* s 
money* The taxpayer, however* did not receive full 
value for his money, Portugal signed a treaty in i8l5 
for 3st50,OQG in debts and *>300,000 as an indemnity,
Spain, in 1817, signed to limit her trade south of the 
equator, for a gift of BtOO.OOO, xn 1820, Spain stopped
143oulsby, Hag, graje, pp. 35-38.
15ibid** p, 39.
^Martin Buberman, 'The Antlalaverr Vanguard t new 
Essays on the Aboil tloniaWiWinca'timii 'prfngeton'''Cnlver- 
fdaTTSfl^TT'fridfr* Cited hereafter as .Baberman,
B^jBJTiaffl Bougies Adams, Great Britain and  _
  t Civil War (New Vorki Ruaaeli ¥~®tselTT"ll®Er),
p. P i r  W S E  hereafter as Adams, 8*B* and the War
8the slave trade altogether,1® hut the did net enforce this 
law and m  a result, the slave trade continued in her pos­
sessions of data and 'Puerto Moo*
In 382%, the' right' of search was established between 
England and Sweden*.> In 1826* Brazil promised to abolish the 
slave trade by 1828* however Brasil did not actually abolish 
the trade until 1830.1® In 183%* when treat Britain 
abolished slavery In the Empire, 800,000 slaves were 
emancipated# An indemnity of 620,000,000 was appropriated 
to pay the slaws proprietors.20
In 1831, France agreed with arcat Britain in pro­
hibiting the slave trade and to the right of reciprocal 
search.21 In 1833# France strengthened her position on 
'(die suppression of the slave trade by including not only 
M e  equipment clause, 'tout a provision that condemned vessels 
should be destroyed*®2 Great Britain, having signed many
p.
®Sir Reginald Goupland, .. ..
; (2d ed»J Londons PranJt tSSePS 
' Kited hereafter as Coupland,
m
it'
^William Edward Burghardt Du Sola,
ndonj
ereafter as Du Sola#
« W »
**mmm» ■ StiiMiW'."# m w  '
^William Beach iawrence#.Visitation and 
(Bostons Little Brown and Company* l8§8},H • fS* 
hereafter as Lawrence, Visitation.
2iSw Sols* Sieve grade.* p. m .
22Hathieson* Slave Trade, p» 65*
treaties with different nations for the suppression of the 
slave trade# next, attempted in 1841 to bring all nations 
together in the Quintuple treaty* General Lewis Casa*®® 
then United States Sinister to fames# protested violently 
to the french Government .and.they along with the United 
States did not sign the Treaty. Only Great Britain* Austria# 
Prussia, and Bussia signed the Quintuple Treaty.21*' Prance, 
however# did Keep in force 'her right of a search treaty with 
Great Britain until 1845, when following the lead of the 
United States* she suspended for ten years the mutual right 
of search with Great Britain and. instead entered In a Joint 
cruising agreemsnt,2^
Great Britain, still pressed for an agreement with 
the United States, for she knew that only with their complete
mm#®®®*
#*e African states and
377 {Serial No. 477), p. 203* Also Souiaby,
... .   p*. 107* General Lewis Gass, Secretary of State
under President Buchanan. General Gass had: .fought.against 
the British .on the Great Lakes to the War of l8l£ and there­
after suspected every overture the British made toward the 
United States* Gass was also the Envoy Extraordinary at 
faris during' the discussion and signing of the Webster- 
Ashburton 'Treaty* ; He,disagreed with the Treaty* feeling 
it still gave the British too much freedom of visitation 
and search, Gass requested to he 'recalled from Paris tod 
he also wrote to President Tyler* expressing his views to 
the treaty* President Tyler considered the letter to attack 
upon his administration and rebuked Cass. As a result Cass 
was hostile toward Great Britain tod would rather tolerate 
abuse of the American flag to the slave trade# than to con­
cede .anything to the British.
24Miller# Treaties, XV, 438. 
2%athleson, Slave Trade, p. 78
cooperation could the slave trade toe suppressed* In absence 
of cooperation, the slave trade flourished between Africa and 
the United 'States in comparative freedom from interruption 
toy any nation.2^ ■
She problem.' that- kept the British ami toe Americans 
apart was -over toe right ■«* visitation and. search* - this 
became toe subject of strong debate during"toe negotiations 
of toe ■ WetoBter*AShtourt©» Treaty of 1842, with neither toe 
British giving up their alleged right to visit and search 
vessels of other nations or the United States refusing to 
allow them to search their vessels,
toe British had always considered It their right and 
privilege:to visit and search vessels, from other nations, 
for deserters' from the British Navy, One of the recommen­
dations president lames Madison2^ sent- to- Gongreas in 1812, 
recommending war with Great Britain, was over impressment 
of seaasft* It *#* toe outrages on commerce - that forced toe 
'incited States to take such a'strong stand against any form of 
visitation, search or detention of American ships. It was 
first toe Preach to 1789, and. then toe British before the
^Souiaby, Slave Trade, p. 39*
2^James Madison (1750/51-1836), Fourth President of
the United States, 1809-1817* See DAB* XII, 184-193*
®%amuel lliot Morrison and Henry Steel© Commanger, 
The Growth of the American Reoublic (2 vols.; 5to ed.; Hew 
forla SxForJ tEIverEw^x4sBTI952). I, 402,'
Bar of'1018 that made the United States extremely sensitive 
about her position on the 'high seas* The United States 
considered her vessels a -portion of her territory and would 
not:allow foreign ships' of war to visit and search her
■ TheUnited States maintained that every vessel on 
the high seas, and-in some caaes in foreign ports, was 
rightfully considered as an extension of the territory of 
the country to which it belonged, airing the- debate on 
the Webster-Ashburton Treaty of 184S, Mr. Webster2^ 1 wrote 
t© 'Lord: Ashburton*®®
If -a neutral vessel is thus entered toy another 
nationi It is an act of force* and is
6 wrong, /and/ a tresspass* which can be Justified 
only When done for some purpose allowed to form a 
swffisieht Justification by the-.law of nations.
But a British- Cruiser enters an American Merchant 
vessel in order to take therefrom supposed British 
subjects* offering no Justification therefor, under 
toe-law of nations, but claiming the right under the 
law of England, respecting the ling's prerogative, 
this ©an not be defended* English sail, English 
territory, English jurisdiction, is the approved 
sphere for toe operation of English I®#, toe ocean 
la toe sphere of the law of all. nations.;’ and’ any 
merchant vessel on toe seas Is* toy that law, under
. ^Daniel Webster {l?82~l858)» Secretary ©f State, 
1840*1845, during the period the- Webster-Ashburton Treaty 
was signed in 1848* See BAB, XIX,
. 3©sir Leslie Stephen and Sir Sidney -Lee, eds., 
toe Dictionary ©f National Biography {22 vols»* Bond on*
W o W I E m r a i W  T m l f r t m + m W *  I# 110-11. Sited
hetoafter as DHB. Lord Alexander Baring Ashburton 
(1744*1848), Wrst Baron, English Commissioner to 
Washington in 1842,
12
the protection of the: laws of her own nation* ana 
may claim immunity* unless in eases in.which that 
law allows her to he entered or visited,!*
lord Ashburton* the British diplomat working on 
the Webster-Ashburton Treaty negotiations* wrote to Lord 
Aberdeen* 32 secretary to the foreign Office, that the 
system of impressment was hardly acceptable to the British 
'people* to a foreigner it would be tyranny and could only 
be imposed upon another nation by force* Ashburton added 
that where before the Americans had been weak* they were 
now strong1 and would never again submit to British impress­
ment* The balance of power had shifted and Ashburton said* 
"Is it not then better to surrender with a good grace a 
pretended right#' while the surrender may bring you some 
credit than to maintain what you will have no power to 
execute?1* Lord Ashburton wanted to give Hr. Webster an 
answer favorable to the Americans. He realized this-would 
improve the success Of negotiations and harmony between 
the two nations,*®
Lord Aberdeen absolutely refused to secede on tit* 
subject of impressment and would not accept Ashburton's 
suggestion, Aberdeen' 'remarked# "Her Majesty's Government
31Mlller,. treaties, IV* %?f,
3%ord George Hamilton-Gordon Aberdeen (1784-1869), 
Fourth Earl, Foreign Secretary l828~l846, during the 
signing of the Webster-Ashburton treaty* See DMB, VIII* 
203. '
33Miller* treaties. IV, 470-71.
would eonajUter that an assent tantamount to an absolute and 
entire renunciation of the indefeasible right Inherent in 
m e  British Crown to command the sllegianoa and services 
of its subjects, wherever .found, *. «
And thus, each .nation refused to budge on mis point 
of visitation, search and Impressment, The suppression of 
the slave trade was not the main part.of the Webster-Ash- 
burton Treaty,however President John Tyler^ in hie annual 
message to Congress on December 6, 1842, said, "Next to the 
settlement of the boundary ^ between the United States and 
Canadj^ * * * the Question which seamed . * » the greatest 
'embarrassment was that connected with the African Slave 
Trade,"'3* The slave trade is referred to in only three 
ArtiSies# the H m #  IX and If ®f the Webster-Ashburton 
treaty*®® They had the appearance of 'feeing "added on," to 
appease those opposed to the slave trade* Qreat Britain Shi 
the United States signed the Webster-Ashburton treaty on 
August 9, 1842.35'
P* *»71.
3%amed for Hr* Daniel Webster, American, and lord 
Ashburton, British# the diplomats responsible for drafting 
the treaty.
Eyler (1790-1062), Tenth President of the 
United States, 1841*1845, See M .  Ill* 88.
37milert Treaties, fP# *38-39«
3%ae Appendix IJ* for the three Articles of the 
Webster-Ashburton treaty that pertain to the slave trade
4!ftA&£E9t f'I
fip  imiroais op ffgAhffit a m  w*si$*i$®8
The Webster-Ashburton Treaty provided seas m m m  
whereby the United States and Orest Britain could work 
cooperatively without either nation surrendering its 
assumed rights concerning search and visitation* However, 
the British m m  not allowed to visit and search American 
vessels and determine if they m m  engaged in the slave 
trade* This refusal of visitation and search had its 
origin in the early days of fits American Republic when 
the British stopped its vessels end removed sailors 
they considered British seamen. the Americans contended 
the British ware Illegally removing American citizens,
Great Britain considered it her right m i  privilege 
to stop and search American vessels for British seamen*
She United States refused recognition of this action and 
referred to the habit as iapewssosht* In <7U»e 1823* John 
Quincy Adams said the right of search was analogous to that 
of searching a man's house m  land* the vessel of the navi­
gator was his sanctuary,1 He further stated that the
%,S*» Congress, House, Report o£ ttje Suppression
United States never disputed the belligerent right of 
Search as required and universally practiced according to 
the Jaws of nations* But they have disputed the right to 
seise'and carry away men, at the discretion of the hoarding 
officer, without trial and without appeal. Thie ls a" 
fundamental abuse of the right of search.2 The Americans 
were afraid the British would use the right to- search for 
slaves as an excuse to stop any and all ships for British, 
seamen. As long as the British continued the 'policy of 
Impressment* started early in the nineteenth century, the 
Americans would not agree to a search for s l a v e s .3
President Adams also would not accede to. submitting 
American vessels to the jurisdiction of foreign courts or 
to courts where the lives of the crew and the ship were at 
the mercy of a court composed of half foreigners. Besides, 
Adams continued, "The court of Admiralty in the country of 
the Captor, is not the ordinary way by which merchant 
vessels of one nation, taken on the high seas, by officers
4
of another nation, am  tried in times of peace.' The 
Waited States could not forget the- war .they had fought 
over right to freedom of the seas.
2Soulaby, Slave Trade* p. 17.
3lbid.
16
ft*© British continued in their pursuit for a way 
to search American vessels* Xn 1831, England requested «h© 
right to visit ships without stop and search procedures, to 
determine if the vessel had the. right to fly the American 
flag, Great Britain, felt very strongly about tits illegal 
slave trad© an# ran the risk of infuriating the United 
States by visiting American vessels,^
Xn 1839, treat Britain passed a bill** egpreasly 
aimed at Portugal, but it also placed the vessels of all 
other nations at the mercy of the British Navy, ftoe portion 
of the Mil that caused friction was that British cruisers 
had orders to capture Portuguese vessels or other vessels 
engaged in the Slav®' trad© that were not Justly entitled to 
claim the protection of any flag*1
fhe British continued to board American 'vessels# 
.against the wishes of the United States, in October 1839, 
the American Brig Douglas was boarded by H.M.S. termagant 
and was kept sailing down the Coast of Africa for three 
days* It took M m  Douglas twenty-eight days to return, 
through the very strong current, to her original place of 
seizure. In the meantime, the officers and crew were
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taken sick from exposure to the burning aunj as a result, 
three crewmen died. The British claimed that the
was a sieve ship and.that the men became aisle 'after their
release and While waiting for slaves,® Regardless of the
cause of the death of' the men* the fact still remained that
'the British hoarded the Douglas and"held her in custody.
The United States became concerned over this and
other incidents. Their opinion was that every subordinate
commander of a .British cruiser could then judge whether a
ship was actually an American ship or a ship of another
nation sailing under the American flag-— to this the United
States would not agreeP  This prompted Lord Aberdeen in
l8Al to say that only in the strongest cases of suspicion
10would vessels carrying the American flag be visited*
The British and Americans then decided an agreement 
should be 'reached between the'two nations* As a result of 
wanting to settle this*' together with other problems.# the 
Webster-Ashburton Treaty had been signed.
Article VIII of the Treaty declared that each nation 
would keep on the Coast of Africa, enough vessels to carry
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eighty guns, The two squadrons were to be independent of
each other and to enforce* separately and respectively,
the laws of each of the two countries, in the suppression
11of the slave trade, there was some question in the
Senate that this eighth, article would allow a mutual-right
of seizure and detention**® '
President Tyler was -aware of the controversy in
the Senate and when the 'treaty was submitted to the Senate
in August 1842, he saids
the treaty which I now submit to yea proposes no 
alteration* mitigation or modification of the rules 
of the law of nations... It provides simply that each 
of the two Governments■shall maintain on the Coast of 
Africa a sufficient Squadron to enforce separately and 
respectively the laws* rights, .and obligations of the 
two countries for the suppression of. the slave trade***
She Senate ratified, the treaty on August SB* .1642*
and this should have erased any doubt in anyone's mind about
the position of the Suited. .State#.*** The eighth article of
the treaty was devised to- avoid further disputes -arising
from the exercise of visitation and' Search of American
vessels by British cruisers, . As a result, the United
States maintained a Naval Squadron on the Coast of Africa
11Mlller, Treaties. IV, 3&9. 
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end American vessel# would be subject only ten the Juris­
diction of American cruisero.
M m  President Tyler notified Congress that Ore&t 
Britain had renounced tier right of' search. This brought 
an immediate clamor in parliament against the British 
Government jtar sacrificing the British rights ate iea.*1® 
fhe same would have bean, true in the untied States* for 
no American politician would have dared tee yield the right 
of search* Great Britain said this was note patriotic 
pride, but only to appease the selfish interests of the 
slave-holding States*^® Bespit© the bitterness fait by 
the British over not being allowed to visit American 
vessels# they did allow American officers to search 
British vessels# to determine .if they were employed in 
the Slav®' trade. ^
The Americans and British now started their Joint 
cruising m  outlined In the Webster-Ashburton Treaty. 
However* it did not accomplish the Job the British had 
hoped for~~the suppression of the slave trade*
lb,!*; and the flj»U .War, p. 10.
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In British treaties pertaining to -Uie slave trade, 
there was an equipment clause,!® fey which ships equipped 
far the slave trade could be seized toy British cruisers, 
■Bvere was ne such provision In the American law concerning 
equipment, therefore* a vessel on the African coast. If 
so equipped for the trade end under the American flag, 
could not toe intsrf erred with, by .British cruisers*- If 
there were no Slaves on heard, the American cruisers could 
do nothing* If the ship had slaves on hoard, she could 
not toe detained toy the British cruisers and if she des­
troyed her flag and papers, she could not be seized toy 
American crulaera.5^  thus, the situation favored the 
slave trader*
fhe lash of an equipment clause, .in the American 
laws, hampered American cruisers when, they stopped slave 
ships ,20 Without a law defining what fittings or appur­
tenances would constitute intentions to engage in the 
slave trade, many ships under suspicion had to too set
!®MathiSBon, Slave grade, p, 22, Also, Mil of 
2 & 3 Victoria C,?3, T w e H p t n t  in the equipment 
clause was t hatches with open gratings, divisions of 
bulk heads in the hold, spars planks for making a second: 
deck, shackles, bolts and handcuffs, more water and water 
casks, moss tubs and mate than were required for the crew} 
and a large quantity of rice*
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free.21 if there had been such a law* the authority to 
prosecute it* and vessels so equipped condemned, the slave 
trade could have been reduced, for the hazards of detection 
would have been too great#®®
fh# Americana defended their position on the. lack 
of an equipment clause, ' Many American vessels here engaged 
in the legitimate trade of palm oil* a product of the slave 
trading area of .Africa, This palm oil was used in the 
expanding use. of machinery, the equipment used by the 
palm oil traders was similar and often mistaken for the 
equipment used by slave traders, Tha palm oil traders 
used, casks for holding oil and water for ballast* they 
also 'Carried rice as trade goods* A. large iron kettle of 
the type used in cooking for slaves was used to boil and 
test the oil for its quality.,®® Wien a British officer 
boarded a vessel flying lip American flag and found equip­
ment that could be used in the slave trade* the Captain of 
the.boarded vessel would claim to be engaged in the palm 
oil tradei or he would claim to be a whaling vessel and 
needed tt»® equipment for that purpose,®^
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The United States explained the reason for many 
American ships on the ooast of Africa, a groat building 
boom occurred in the l8A0*s m&  early 1850'a and then a 
severe depression' occurred in the shipping industry in 
the 1850*3. This allowed the slave traders to buy newer* 
faster and larger ships at cheaper prices*8® It was the 
custom of the slave traders* when purchasing a vessel* to 
have the Captain of the vessel engage in ©«a or two legiti­
mate trips from has port of .hew York to the African Coast* 
nils gave legitimacy to the vessel being in African waters* 
After this legitimacy was established, a public transfer 
to a foreign owner or the slave trader took place and the 
ship would become a “slaver.*^
Philip S. poner in his book* Business and Slavery, 
remarked that hew York after 185?, came to be known, as the 
"commercial ©enter of the slave t r a d e h o w e v e r *  the 
port of hew York had a large and honest trade with the'West
S3
Coast of Africa and the slave traders took advantage of this 
as,a.coves? for their trade
The Visited- States-held firm to the conviction that 
they- were right in not Stopping all vessels.sailing from 
.the port -of Hew fork and also for not-..allowing the British 
to atop these vessels* The United States contended that if 
ail the vessels were. stopped, the shipping trade would be 
greatly hampered and if Great .Britain were allowed to- visit* 
search end .detain, as she so desired, all ships sailing the 
ocean, there would be serious incidents,
. Baring the- years after the- Webster-Ashburton Treaty, 
the British consistently had more vessels on station off 
the Coast of Africa than the Americans-* Only in the years 
1853, 1851, and 1-855 did the Americans exceed the 'British 
and this only in the total number of guns.2^ However, it 
was not Me- total number of guns that was important, it 
was the number of ships, it was the British contention 
'that more ships with fewer gaw* was superior to a few 
ships with many guns* The slaver would always try and
outrun a cruiser, seldom would he stay and fight it out,
f >
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a forty-four gun ship. Tan small vessels m m  mourn than
The United States Squadron was leas effective than 
the British sai remained on 'station for a shorter .period- of 
time, ffts British hasad their vessels at Sierra teens, on 
idle West Coast of Africa, while the Americana were based at 
the Cape Verde Islands. 2.000 miles from the 'Congo* In 
18M*. the United States art® Trmtton spent |$i days ©n 
station ©at of *»68 for her west African tour of duty.^l 
The problem still persisted.* for in 1850 Commodore Gregory, 
the American Squadron Commander, recommended that a supply 
ship act as part of the American Squadron and resupply the 
rest of the Squadron as mil as act as a hospital Ship* 
Gregory complained ©f losing two-thirds of M S  time going 
to and from the Cape Verde islands, to resupply M s  squad* 
ron.3s The United States African Squadron was also Becoming 
a costly venture and some members of Congress felt the 
results M d  not .Justify the expanse and wanted to termi­
nate the prelect.
five times as effective aa two large vessels
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Mr* Slidell, .from the Remittee on'foreign Relations* 
m$M in 18§6, tern* joint cmtn&ftg- wad- too agpetelve and. not 
producing ;.tee desired- results* ■ ■ Slidell ■ wanted to invoke ' the 
Eleventh' Artlcte • of' - the /> totetetotehtertoii treaty* which said
tee..-Eighth Article would be in effect for five yoars -or until
n*tone of the two parties wished ;te- tenatnat© -it***- to support 
tea claim that the Squadron was not producing 'the desired 
seatilte* he submitted a report, 'bar Sir 1 Stories lotham*^ . 
lottom .said he did not toitete: tea operation was- stopping, 
the sto ve  trade,- mm could it p il t'a permanent check to the - 
store trade# to considered the‘Store•■trade dependent upon 
the demand ■ for stoves* 'When sated If be thought the system* 
as nut lined by Artiste-might of the tototer*tebtorteit freaty# 
would succeed# to answered* i^^ perience tee proven the pro-* 
sent system to to futile* **3^
Mis remark was partially correct.* for the United 
States Siuadron ■ captured only nineteen slave steps from 
torch -1, - Xlto to Wovemtor 6, XS5?* on the tost Coast of
*3ee Appendix II* Mr» Slidell was later involved 
tee front Affair*
3^ sir Charles Heteam* Commander of the British 
Squadron on the-toast of .Africa during the- I850#s*
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Afrlaa*^ ** this system of two separate squadrons from tee 
two nations could not operate efficiently* teat was needed 
wag' on© eorafcined squadron with ships from ©Steer nation 
feeing allowed to visit end search suspected slaw ships 
from either nation*
■ft*© tilalted States oooM not remove teelr i^oadron 
from tee Jolht ©miaing 1m tee sappresaion of tee slave 
fra#©#. Coriander d* K* Foote, 37 remarlced that tee
pec#!©' of tee halted States would not want teeir ffavy with*' 
drawn from its role in tee impression, of the slave trade# 
especially telle France and: treat Britain had larger squad* 
yens ©milled for this and since tee 'trad# was
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Eighth Article of the tefester^ Ashfeurton treaty was not 
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. ships and pine on station since the .first year of the 
African Squadron in 1843.^°
the British were concerned over the lack of ships 
.from the American Squadron .on the West Coast of Africa,
Mr, Gabriel, British Consul at Luanda, Africa, reported 
in June 1857, that no United■States cruiser had appeared 
m  any,part of 'the Coast of.Africa, south of the equator, 
for eight months,2*1 m s  report stated- there m m  only two 
vessels that visited the harbor of Loanda in 1856. One 
the U.S.S. Dolphin .pit in a short appearance in duly and . 
the 0.8.S, St, Louis remained in the harbor about a 
month. He felt the .presence, of m  American cruiser 
would help in deterring the slave traders from continually 
producing American papers to exempt themselves from search 
by the British, ^ - fhe United States did not -increase the 
site of her naval squadron end as a result the British 
continued requesting visitation rights, and the Americans 
continually refused them, la October 1057, a series of 
incidents occurred that the United States and particularly 
general Case would not tolerate*
^Sae Appendix 111,
1st seas,,' 1 
pp. 19-20.
^Xbid., pp. 18*If,
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In October 18§?, Attain Wise, of the British 
African Squadron stopped the American Brig Bremen end 
Informed the Captain that it was .his intention to talcs 
his ship* Captain Wise did not wish'to see the' ship*s 
papers and he also told the Captain of the vessel he 
oould be taken under the American flag, or otherwise.
'She flag was hauled down* the papers thrown overboard 
and the- vessel seised as a prise %lthout colors or 
papers.*1^  I*b* Hunter Davidson, U.S.N., from the U.S.S. 
Pale, interviewed Captain Wise .and asked him if he 
influenced the Captain of tha Bremen to haul down his 
colors and to throw his papers overboard* Captain .Wt.se 
answered* "Oh, no, Sirj no Sir.
it, Davidson then inquired of Captain Wise if he 
met an Mi@id.oan slave vessel* flying the American flag 
and with genuine American papers, would he induce the 
captain of the ship to haul down his colors and throw 
his papers overboard. Captain Wi.se answered, ""well* I 
might stretch a point and tell the captain the 
Dale was lust near us here,"**®
lit* Davidson was convinced that this method was 
being used,by British Captains to seise American slavers.
mBecause of the acre lenient British laws# moat slaw 
traders would rather he taken toy the British. -Flag 
■Officer Coantover1*® expressed a similar view to Secretary 
of the Navy, Mr, Toueey, saying this might explain why 
so many vessels were reported toy -the*British Commanders 
,as. captured without papers or colors.Sine® there were 
so few American patrolling vessels# the British became 
bolder and Stopped and searched more American ships. They 
were.now stepping ships off the toast of Africa# in Cuban 
waters and near the Gulf of Mexico,
The schooner Mobile#, a “coaster" vessel sailing the 
coast of the Gulf of Mexico# had two shots fired into her. 
Captain Howes, .Master of the Mobile had M s  wife and child* 
ren with him. He asked 'the British Officer# who boarded M s  
ship if he thought he was a slaver# the Officer answered, 
no, but that he had orders to stop every 'Ship in the Gulf 
The British were keeping' a close watch on the ships 
in the Port of Havana# waiting for suspected slave vessels
^®G.S., Congress, House, Instructions to 
States Naval Commanders of the MKSSnBBBE&bSr 39*h Cong.. 
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to sail, «■* 4* P. Laurent, Raster ©f the Brig A*. J|*. 
Chapman, stated that while in the port of Havana, the 
British vessels continually circled his ship*. When he 
sailed from, the Port he was followed by H*M*S. Forward. 
who fired two shots at him In an attempt to make him 
stop* fie did hot stop, however, and. even fired back at 
'the British ship.51
Another incident involved that of the ship 
The Cortes -was stopped by the British and three Spaniards, 
who claimed to be passengers, accused the British crew of 
the Forward of robbing them*®® The report of the Captain 
of the Cortez said the British Captain enticed him to haul 
dom  his American colors and admit to being a slaver* The 
chief mate said he was removed from the Cortez, taken to 
the British ship and offered a $500 bribe, which he refused, 
then he was threatened kith punishment to admit the
*
m e  a slaver*^ Siaee the Captain and the ©few would net 
admit the 'Ship was a slave Ship# the Cortes was set free 
She Americana accused the British of stopping 
American vessels and sending them to be adjudicated, so 
they could claim the prize money. General Cass wrote to
Lord Kapier,^ of the British Diplomatic Office In Washing* 
ton,: that British Of fleers had been stopping American 
vessels for their own pecuniary'interest*' They would 
encourage the Captains of the' slave ships, when captured, 
t©'threw their .papers overboard'-and-to be taken without 
any evidence- of -nationality*' Given a choice,- ft slave trader 
preferred capture'by the British,, due to the .penalty of 
death In American laws and the more lenient British laws*-' 
.After, the vessel'Was ©sutured, the’crew was set free.'and 
the vessel was sent to an Admiralty Court for adjudication. 
The proceeds, or a considerable portion of them were then 
distributed as prize money and if there were slaves aboard 
they received compensation for them,®
; A United States Statute was passed in 1619, that 
said the crew©f a navsl vessel, seizing Africans from a 
laden slaver was' entitled to a bounty of twenty*five 
dollars for each African delivered alive- to a Bolted 
States Marshall or to the federal agent at Monrovia,
Liberia.5® jp addition, the'statute provided that half 
the proceeds of-the'vessels confiscated and the flees
, ®^Sir Francis papier, British Ambassador to 
Washington, 185?*'
5%a»reiiee, Visitation, p. 127*.
^Howard, American Slavers, p. lift. Also, U.S.
Itevised statutes. Doc* S7.10If* Cong., 1st dees.,
levied should go to the Officers and men who brought the 
vessel In for condemnation.57 an example, the crew of 
one vessel# the U.S.3, Wyandotte captured the sieve ship 
Williams and'received as their share of the pise money 
$12,825 m  bounty for 513 Africans. In addition they 
reeeivad $879.13 as prize money from the Williams. This 
small amount for the Williams showed what poor condition 
the vessel was in and' the kind of ship the slave traders 
would often use*®®' The United States did not approve of 
the slave trade, but neither did she approve of the British 
stopping American ships and claiming them as prizes,
General Cass now took a very strong stand and told 
Mr. Toucey, Secretary of the Navy, to dispatch one or 
more armed vessels to Cuba, to investigate the stopping of 
American ships by British cruisers and also to offer some 
protection to American ships. He also wanted Information 
on the so-called police system exercised by British naval 
authorities over American vessels in the fort of Havana.
In the strongest language possible, Cass said that 
President Buchanan wanted the practice of British Mips 
stopping and searching American ships to cease,®®
This brought an Immediate reply from the British 
again requesting the right to search or visit American 
ships. They said there were toe.many vessels engaged in 
the slave trade: flying the American flag.
General Cass in a reply on April 10, 1858, said*
tee United States deny , » ... the right of cruisers 
of any power whatever to enter their vessels by force 
in time of peace, much less can they permit foreign 
officers to examine their papers and adjudicate upon 
their nationality. » , . No change of name can change 
the illegal character of the assumption, search or 
visit, it ls£equally an assault upon the independence 
of a nation.®45
tee British now realised, there would be no hew. 
'treaty or visitation rights, teey said they would recognize 
the principle of Haritlme laws ss stated by General Cass, 
Orders were sent to their Naval Commanders to discontinue 
searching American vessels.* In iSSl# Great Britain 
yielded her claim to the right of visit and search, except 
where, she had established it by law*
The British did not give In easily, for they 
realised that 'with' the political and social situation 
deteriorating in tee United States, the Judicial system 
would bo .hampered in performing its role and sentencing 
slave traders and condemning vessels* tee Judicial
w|gste)itete»itete»<*a»v)teaiwte!
6oO.S., Congress, Senate, Reports on the African 
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opinion in United States District Courts was not favorable 
to the condemnation of the vessels, although the evidence 
produced at the trials left no doubt ©f their character. 
The juries would not; condemn persons on board -such vessels
Captain Calhoun, commanding the U.S.S. Portsmouth. 
captured three vessels in the spring of i860 and sent them 
to the united States for- adjudication, lieutenant leroy, 
commanding the U.S.S. Mystic, captured and sent' In two 
vessels for adjudication. All five of these vessels were
<yi
released for Insufficient evidence. later Captain Calhoun 
told Mr. 8* V. Huntley®® that in the absence of a required 
law, he would not molest -sny more ships# unless he actually 
found slaves aboard,®®
Once these vessels were .'released they went back to 
slave trading. Captain Crawford, commanding H.M.S, Archer, 
boarded an American vessel# the Virginian, off the Coast 
of Africa in November 186®. This was one of the vessels 
captured toy Captain Calhoun in February i860 and later
captured toy tot, tosroy,
®%told«. Mr, Jf. V, Huntley, actingBritish Com­
missioner at tooanda in i860. •
to toe criminally engaged in’the slave 'trade
captured to
'Ibid. The were
1862, US*# p, 25''*
released, G&ptsin Crawford sal<3 the Virginian wag carrying 
tobaceo and rum and there was every reason to believe she 
would ship a cargo of slaves if she could elude the-
. ©tore were mow and m o w ' slave vessels eluding the 
vigilance of the British and American cruisers. *me slave 
trade was increasing and the traders mere talcing advantage 
of the "loop-holes" in the American law and also talcing 
advantage'of the social -and political unrest in the United 
States. As the events of the 3.850*8 proved* there mas a 
definite need for a new treaty between the. Whited States 
and treat Britain, for the suppression of the Slav©, trad©.
cruisers.
it fit
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In 1858, Great Britain had relinquished her claim 
of right to visit M S  search American ships suspected of 
being involved in the slave trad®.#- The slave traders 
Immediately took: advantage of the lack of- cooperation 
between the two nations. Under pressure from the United 
States,, because of many incidents involving. British. Inter- . 
ference of American ships# Brest Britain had withdrawn her 
cruisers from the eoaat of Cuba,* fhlsallowed the slave 
traders to increase their introduction of'slaves to Cuba*. 
During the period, January i860 to November i860, there 
were an estimated 30,000 slaves brought into Cuba, this 
large increase of slaves into the North American area 
posed a grave problem .to the federal Government for they 
knew that many of the slaves would be smuggled into the 
Southern States.
fhere had been no serious attempt by the American 
Government.to enforce the laws of 1807'and 1820 declaring 
slave: trading illegal and punishable by death*- Any attempt
*BSF. 1861*. XXKTf p«- 8*8*.
to enforce these measures was greatly curtailed by either
a weak executive or Southern influence in the Federal
Government. As long as there was a demand tor fresh Negro
laborers for the sugar plantations in Cuba and the cotton
plantations of the South, the table of suppressing the slave'
trade was going to be most difficult*^
there had always been the thought in the United
'Stated that if Cuba belonged to tile United States, the
slave trade could be suppressed. This was not the only
reason the United States favored annexing Cuba, there wore
Southerners who wanted Cubs as slave territory. In 1858,
Senator Brown <Democrat from Mississippi} said, “We mean
to- have it j^bj^— peacefully if we can, forcibly if we 
4
must," president Buchanan appeased 'tills Southern
influence in the government by continually requesting
%the acquisition of Cuba, in his annual messages. In
18§A, the United States tried to buy Cuba from Spain,
but she refused to sell and then the United States
n
entertained the thought of taking Cuba by form.-*
%loyd, Slave Trade, pp. 16?**6S,
*tFrederiak Bancroft, The Mfa of William 
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There had been some thought in Great Britain, that 
if Spain could not control slavery ana the slave trade in 
Cuba, then perhaps Cuba should be annexed fey the United 
States,. Hr, Bailie, in a speech'is parliament, said there 
should fee no interference on the part of the British Govern­
ment to prevent Cuba passing to the United states,? gia  
idea of completely giving Cuba to the United States was 
contested, but others of Parliament supporting him told • 
Spain that she should not be'deceived in the idea -that 
England was completely against the idea of the United 
States acquiring Cuba.**
The issue was forgotten for the moment, but again 
is tigS* the tendon Timea reported that if the British 
desire# to stop the slave trade -and were ready to sacri­
fice their national jealousies to that object, an effec­
tive course ha# already been mentioned. If Cuba were 
annexed to the Unite# States,; the whole trade would come 
to an end, for there would be no ports open to receive 
slaves, By not stopping the slave trade, Spain had for­
feited all absolute claim to British interposition in her 
behalf*^ However, great Britain could never completely
?Hansard, .BS&SSSI&# CJQOXX (l8§t), pp, 428-30,
%bld, Mr. Cobden, member of Parliament, thought 
it would be in the interest of humanity if the Unite#
States, or any other power, that would altogether dis­
continue the slave trade, should possess Cuba,
%he times (bondon), JUly It, 1858, p. IB.
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agree to the United States acquiring Cuba, and perhaps 
Spain oldo realizes this and would not take effective 
measures to stop the slaws trade In Cuba.
In April i860, general dess stated that closing 
the slats markets in Sub® would help suppress the slaw® 
trade, and this would only require the cordial cooperation 
of the Spanish government.10 Cass remarked, slaves 
could not he sold they would not he bought, and as Cuba is 
now the' only remaining mart for this traffic* if that island 
were closed* this revolting employment would cease,"11 It 
was the belief that if the Spanish government had a sincere 
desire to stop the slaws- trade in Cuba, she could do so.12
It was costing the Whited States and Crest Britain 
a considerable amount of money in their attempt to suppress 
the slave trade president dames Buchanan1^  remarked that
%3P, 1861* uxr* P. 1*.
u* p, gift.
% , S „  Congress, Senate, Acquisition of Cuba by 
. ilon. 35th Cong,, 2nd seasT8§§, 3, Sept. of ' 
i»$3t (Serial No, 99ft), jt* 1ft,
S M *  foote, African Squadron, pp. 8-16. fhe 
report statedit was costing theAmerican Naval Squadron 
$800,000 par year to maintain the Naval Squadron, for the 
suppression of the slave trade* the cost for seventeen 
years being $13*600,000, However, Commander Foote said this 
figure should be about $250*000 per year-.* sine® It was neces­
sary for the Navy to maintain a certain number of ships on 
active duty* these Ships could be used for the African 
Squadron,
James Buchanan (1791-1868), Fifteenth fresident 
of the Hrsited States* 1857-1861. See BAB, Vol. Ill, 207.
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it was a .lamentable situation for both nations to spend 
this money whan the Spanish Islands of Cuba and Puerto 
Rico were the only places where the elaw trade wee 
tolerated*^
the United States now asked the British why they 
did not force Spain to enforce the^  treaties they had con­
cluded in 1820. Did not the British pay Spam b40g ,000 
to stop tits slave trade?^ toie forced Stoat Britain to 
ask Spain why they 014 not suppress the slave trade in 
Cuba, toe Spanish answered by saying it was the duty' of 
the Captain General who governed Cuba* to step slavery, 
toe Captain General replied* that he 414 not have toe 
power to search plantation® to determine if there were 
newly arrived Negroes,1^
For one reason* there was wide spread corruption in 
toe Cuban Government, Many off totals came to Cuba penniless 
and went back to# Spain very wealthy,-1® toe slave trade in 
Cuba was syefceraized, toy a tariff In some Instances} the
J,%en*y y, Buchanan* ooapiiar* 
■“■ '»—  fork! No
*, Cited here- 
Mao* O.S.,
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Congress* Senate* Caoifife w  tlii "ISI^e 4
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i. 3* tola was a special message frost President dames
hanan to Congress* May 19, 11
l%anaard, Pari, Debate. CJyOE* (l86l), p. 968. 
^Hansard, Pari* Debate, 6M8r«' (1861)* p. 1696* 
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charge being paid to an agent* too acted for the officials, 
toe charge* at much for each slave landed, was divided 
according to scale, with the highest and the lowest 
ofTieiala each receiving their proportionate share.*®
Since it was difficult to force Spam to curtail 
toe slave trade In Cuba, it w e  apparent that the made 
would increase» toere was also toe reason that Oreat 
Britain, herself* m m  partially to blame for this 
condition.
toe increase of cotton manufacturing in England 
demanded more raw cotton* toe United States could furnish 
tola cotton sines it was opening up more southern land 
for cotton production. In 1336*. the British cotton industry 
consumed 871*000 balsa of cotton and the American Southern 
planters produced 1*666*666 hales of cotton. By i860, the 
British cotton industry wag consuming 3*366,000 hales and 
toe Southern planters were producing 5,000*000 bales.20 
toe South was producing shout 36 per cent (2*?00*Q0O bales) 
of toe cotton used by England,2* But this Increased cotton 
production in toe United States required more slaves, for 
toe Southern cotton industry was based on a slavery-oriented 
system. By 1850* almost 60 per cent of toe slaves in toe
1%SP, 1861, %M9, p. 288.
20See Appendix v,
aiAdams, 6*1* and the Civil .tor* pp. 476-77.
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United States were employed in growing cotton. To grow
more cotton* the planters needed a continuous supply of
cheap labor and they wart certainly most grateful for Mi#
shiploads of slaves that were smuggled into the south*
from ©aba or Africa* "
there were conflicting reports about the number of
African negroes > imported or smuggled into the South* In
1850, Hr* hamar, a Slav# trader* landed over #20 African
Negroes near Brunswick, Georgia. the remainder .of the
cargo- of hi# ship, the Wanderer* was transferred inland
to various plantation# in the South »83 Hr* laaar was
very active in the Slav# trade during the period 1858“
i860 and had three vessels* the JSj, Polling* the Richard
Cobden and the Wanderer bringing Negroes from Africa to
the Southern States*^
Many .reports from the South indicated that African
Negroes were being landed* Th® Camden (Alabama;) Republic,
January 6* 1059, carried the following frank advertisement!
One thousand Africans wanted— any person wishing to 
contact for delivering on# thousand or more Africans
8%annlx and Cowley, Black Cargoes, pp. 195-96.
23narvey Wish* "The Revival of the African Slave 
Trade in the United States 1056~186g ," Mississippi Vail*
i m m m , m m  (19A0-U1)* pp.
tm Wetf “Slave Trade."
^C. A. It* iamar* "A Slav# Trader*a latter Book*’ 
torth American Review, CXLtlX (November, 1886L  p* #53. 
ili^ f HireaHefasmar. 'ietter Book.-
at any point between Savannah* Georgia and Corpus 
ihrlsM# J^*as* will please address M.W.N. and 
Company.«5
of April 21# 1859 carried a story that
anyone visiting the slave depot on Mulberry Street would
26see some of the .latest Negro importations from Africa,
In July 1859, eighteen slave holders of Enterprise„ 
Mississippi# pledged themselves in advance to buy one 
thousand- African Negroes at a certain price in order 
to increase the stave t r a d e , •'
However it was during this period that president 
Buchanan made a report to Congress. he said that after a 
moat thorough search -mid examination# it was discovered 
that the only slaves landed in the United States were those 
from the tfwnw****** &S
this increased demand for slaves brought about an 
expansion of the slave trade* Mr* John V* Crawford# Acting 
Commissary Judge at Havuna* said there was never a time 
since the signing of the treaty with Spain# shah the prepa­
ration for continuing the slave trade was more active
^ ■* ^ *1 ! * * * >■ , *  I 'll'.  I H j ; i| i) « * ^ > i «.'lin a v  i W W w i a  |« »  la W w W W m W  '.■
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She Deed for additional money 'fox* - these preparations 
included, for the first time, the forming of stock 
companies, 'With 'their shares being listed and sold on 
the stock exchanges,3°
.: The slave traders, were also feeing forced to take 
more evasive means to- avoid feeing captured mid were sailing 
to Africa under the American flag* During one period# 
April' 1859 to September i860, eighty-five vessels capable 
of carrying 30,000 to 60,000 slaves, were outfitted for 
the slave trade and sailed from'Hew fork,31 ■ it was' also 
reported that of thirty-four alavevessela on one section 
©f' the African coast# thirty-one were under the American
, The method used fey the- slave traders was to pro­
ceed to the coast of .Africa'under''the American flag, load 
their slaves and then discard their American flag and 
papers and assume some other .nationality* If captured 
under son®' nationality# other than the -Patted 'States# the 
s|av®' trader would only-lose"his" ship and the slavee— not
3%*s** Sffl&t&M M m w M  m  tu~.• — - - - - - ■*sar5Vfr,^'tHBX^ *^ 8C!KggABaSgry 19* *w5g# ■ 3feth tong * #
Xfefial ^o. 929),
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st Bess,, ■ lH5o,TT.
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31iloyd, . S l a v e . . 1?1 ,
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his life**® The British squadron stopped many of these 
slave ships Bailing under the American flag. They were 
primarily checking to see if the vessel was allowed to 
fly the American flag— not to determine the cargo of the 
Ship* Many of these vessels were equipped for the slave 
trade. The tf.S.S. Jehoasee had a slave desk two-thirds 
her length, plus large quantities of water, rio® and other 
provisions* However, /the British ware, forced to free the 
Jehoaaee.3^ other American ships suspected of. feeing slave 
vessels and boarded toy the British were 'the <y»y« Cofefe,
This use of the American fie® by the slave traders 
became one of the-greatest problems confronting the United 
States and treat Britain, A Joint resolution to secure 
'the: right of reciprocal search, on the toast- of Africa, 
for the more effectual suppression of the- African slave 
trade, was introduced during the- first session of the 
Thirty-sixth Congress in l86o.3^ Within this resolution
and many sorei+im**.*-
3%eckles Will
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m m m m  %m Mm.% 
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were two important points, one that the penalty for par­
ticipation in the slave trade ho changed from forfeiture 
Of life to Imprisonment for life, A new point was included 
in this punishment clause .affecting anyone engaged in 
fitting out ©f* Ships for the slave trade.^  They too, would 
be subject to fine and imprisonment. this Bill did not 
become a law and Great Britain was annoyed, Mr, Cave, in 
a speech In the House of Commons, on June 8, i860, said 
the Baited States Government was powerless to stop 'the 
abuse of the American flag, for they could not if they 
wished P m  counter to the prejudices of the people.3® ft 
was obvious that the British were very unhappy, lord 
Palmerston, said in -the House of Commons in July 1861, 
that the Qn&ted States ought net to let a piece of 
bunting be a national passport.3®
With this protection, the slave traders were 
encouraged to use the American flag, for the profits from 
a slaving expedition were well, worth the effort. With the 
price of slaves at $3$ to $50 In Africa and bringing $1200 
in Cuba, a .slave trader could turn a handsome profit on a 
cargo of 890 slaves.4 0 _ when there are profits of over
37Xbld.
^Hansard, Pari,' Debate, CBIX, (i860), p. 204.
3%ansard, Pari. Debate, CUCXV, (l86l), p. 1657.
40gS£, 1861* U K ,  p, 288, Also! see Appendix VI,
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$380*000, it is m wonder that the slave trade was a big
business and worth the risks, ft was estimated that tbs
wfs arrival, of one Slavs ship would pay for 'ids loss of
ten captured empty ships, or five ships with Hegroee
aboard.
fftt crew of tbs Slavs ships m m  mim paid handsome 
'Wages for the voyagej a Captain and Mate received $5,000 
each, second mate $3,500, carpenter $3,000, seamen $1,500 
sash# and this when a dollar purchased about seven times 
that it does in IpSS.^ 2 ft la no wonder that the Slave 
traders and erawa were willing to tate the risks involved, 
for the profits were enormous in proportion to the outlay 
required.^ It m s  not necessary for "the slave traders to 
take the entire risk, there were insurance companies who 
were willing to insure slave trading# Two insurance com­
panies were in operation in Havana with a capital of 
$850,000, f m  the purpose of covering slave risks* They 
exacted premiums varying from 85 to 40 per cant, according 
to the sailing qualities of the ship and the character of
hh . .
the master for his courage and sagacity. With the
**sFumas, “Middle passage,” p. 6.
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enormous profits from tars slave trade and the backing of 
insurance companies, the slave traders would surely Increase 
their activity, Great Britain realised that something must 
be done and particularly with the United States.
10a the early' part of i860, Great Britain had 
requested a meeting to be held in May or June of i860, -to 
consider what measures could be adopted to suppress the 
slave trade*■■ They invited ministera from Prance, Spain, 
Portugal, 'Brasil and the United States* The United States 
'•would'not attend and the meeting was not heId.General 
Cass could not perceive of any practical results from the 
Conference, In addition, he stated 'it was- fh® fOliey of 
the United States to avoid participation in councils or 
conferences of this nature and that president Buchanan 
thought it would be.: inexpedient to depart from this policy,^ 
Again thia was the Southern influence in Congress, dictating 
policy,■
■ ■If the British could not haw© their conference they 
now wanted a systematic plan of joint cruising on the coast 
of Cuba, by the vessels of Great Britain, Spain and the 
United States, Pass answered 'this by saying that Great 
Britain already had a treaty with Spain and the United
**%ansard, Pari. Debate. ChXII, (l86l), p* 894.
46bsp, 1861, -txer, p. to**
States did not* nor did he think Spain would enter into 
one with the United States similar to the one they had' with 
Great Britain. Besides, it was .the poltoy of .the United 
States not to interfere inthedoroastic concerns of foreign 
nations nor to enter into foreign alliances with foreign 
Governments,^ lord Palmerston answered Cass toy saying the 
hew proposal of Joint cruising would accomplish the sup­
pression of the, elate trade and this was'the reason the 
United States would not accept It, ■
Brest Britain still 'did not give up. They now 
ashed the- united States fen*' copies of the register of 
American -vessels, for the guidance of British captains in 
determining the registry of a ehip*^ Saea answered this 
toy saying it would not 'be practical under the present 
administration and constitution of the Treasury Department,
which was responsible for the execution of the navigation
■m
and maritime law# of the United States.
Great Britain realised that it was the Southern 
influence in the United States Government that was opposed 
to the suppression of the slave trade* This Southern 
influence in the American Govemment caused a friction
dider«»wwiwiati»ewamiew(w<iBj*ia«i*im>h>|iiimimiiwwewi>wfiWWWwwi*pwW<epmmmswiiiae*!-
^Ibld., p. 370.
48Hansard, Jfefl,; Dabate. C1XIV, (lQ6l), p. 1697. 
49B3P. 1861, DOT, p. 273, 
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fee tween the Waited States ana Great Britain. This motion 
had started before Texas had joined the United Statea* The 
British feared that If Texas were admitted to the Union* 
it would become a slave state®* and slavery would then 
spread into Mexico.^ t&a South firmly repented Great 
Britain* s intrusion into their domestic affair#**®®
The South had given England many indications that 
they desired to revive the slave trade and. would do no. In 
1Q56* the Virginia plantation owners drew attention to a 
growing labor shortage in. their state and argued that if the 
slave trade m m  not reopened, agricultural reform would come 
to a halt*®® During the Southern Commercial Convention at 
Vicksburg May 9“19* 1059, the Convention members urged the 
repeal, of all laws prohibiting the foreign slave trade, ft 
was the Southern view that the Federal Oovernment’s position 
should fee one of positive protection, for the slave trade.'
In fact, every Southern Commercial Convention from S##4 to 
i860 advocated reopening the slave trade.
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At the Democratic Convention in ©larleaton* South 
Carolina, in February i860, slavery and th® slave trade 
were strongly debated, Mr,> W. ^ B. Baulden,■ a Georgia slave 
owner said the slave trade 'Should be reopened, declaring 
the African slave trade as ""true Christian,” and •'true 
missionary,This statement was certainly open for 
criticism in Great Britain,
In February IBS©, Jefferson Davls^S introduced a 
eat of resolutions in the Senate and they wav® adopted on 
May th, I860,
I, W© state had a right to interfere with the 
domestic institutions of another state,
2* Any attack on slavery within the slave state 
was & violation of the Constitution,
3* A sieve cede for the- territories should be 
drawn up»S9
This brought genuine fear in Great Britain that if 
th» South did secede from the Union, they would reopen the 
slave trade, the British Ambassador lord iyons®0 in a
■ G, Randall and: David Donald, The civil .iter 
And Re construct! on (2d. ed,j Boston i D.
©©Spiny, iBolfV Jp, .175-76, Cited hereafter as Randall 
and Donald, CsMl War,
Jefferson Davis (1808-1889), Secretary of War 
under President Fierce, 1853-57* Democratic Senator from 
Mississippi 1857-January 21, I80I, ■ President of Con­
federacy, February If, 1861-10 May, 1869', Bee DAB, V, 
123-31,
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letter to -Lord Russell In December i860, said, *40- attempt 
actually to do this would, it may fee supposed, fee at once 
put down fey the united force of the -northern states, Great 
Britain and of civilized Europe."®*
tie, Buxton, in a -Speech in Parliament, remarked 
that the main reason the Southern states were seceding 
from the Union was to reopen the African slave trade* In 
his Opinion their demand for slaves would have no limit 
and May would need half a million slaves a year.®8 ' Re 
proposed that England refuse to recognize the flag of the 
Southern Confederacy, if they renewed the African slave 
trade
The Southern states called a convention to fee held 
in Montgomery, Alabama .in February l86l» On February 8, 
1861, they framed a constitution and set up a provisional 
government, The question of slavery and the slave'trade 
had an important part in this Constitutionthe.South 
desired recognition fey Great Britain and as Lord Lyons 
remarked, the Congress of the seceding states at Montgomery 
appeared to fee disposed to beg for European support, by
Mteiej ni|jia<auw*fi'., . nne w i-wnw^uhbireiV'a.'w>' »**«»*»- ■
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Inserting an article In Its Constitution to prohibit for-
■ She new Southern Government, underatandingljr, was 
not as harsh on slave traders as the federal Government had 
been* They enacted a. law in relation to the slave trade- 
and the punishment ofperssons engaged therein* Shis law 
differed from the law of the federal Government .-in that 
the Confederate law substituted terms of imprisonment and 
heavy-fines in place of the death penalty in the.Federal 
law,' Shey -also removed tie stigma of "piracy" from their 
slave trade law; this word -had offended the ’South*- Also, 
the law provided that the slaves, the vessels, and captured 
vessels equipped for the- slave trade were to he sold at 
public auction, one-half for- the informers and' one-half for 
the Confederacy *w  Crest Britain still did not - trust the 
Confederate Government and felt they would reopen the slave 
trade whenever it was feasible«
on April i|* 1861, m  event of great importance toett 
placej the stars .and stripes ever Fort Sumter were lowered* 
This was to have a great Influence on Great Britain and her 
relationship with both the- Colon and the Confederacy,®^ It
ever the slave trade*
i m i ,  p. m«• w #  Morris, America
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was also to have an influence on the slave trade* for now 
there was no Southern influence In the Federal Government 
to block legislation or hamper the Navy in its suppression 
■of the slave trade,
Ihere now'developed an increased harmony between 
the United States Havy and the British Navy, It had not 
been the British Navy that was obstinate about - trying to 
suppress the slave trade. In fast* the British Haval 
Officers .never objected to American Officers boarding ships 
flying the British flag nor to using the British flag to 
capture a suspected slave vessel*®®
As early as 1857* a slaw ship was boarded m e n  the 
t*®*#* Cumberland displayed the Sngliah colors, men the
raised the British flag, the Cortes wised the
American flag*' knowing she was immune to British .search* 
However* the Cumberland 'dispatched boatloads of Marines 
and: as they owe along side the Cortes* she- then raised 
the American flag* It was too late for theCortez toqmws
change identity* She Cortes was found to have two sets 
Of papers# one American and one- Portuguese, there were 
no slaves on board# so the Cortes was set free
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During the summer of !®Sl* the harmony between the 
two nations became one of joint cruising. Captain Bedlngton, 
her Majesty's Navy* towed an American sailing' vessel up the 
Congo River with his steamer, so the American vessel could 
take possession of the American slaver the freton.?0 Cap­
tain Nichols of the U.S.S. Constellation and Captain Bedlng- 
t m  Of H.M.S. tm m SBm  cooperated to capture the
a Spanish schooner equipped for the slave trade. Captain 
Alfred Taylor, U.S.S. Saratoga supplied Information to 
Commander Baby, of the British Navy* and as a result he 
was able to capture a slave ship* without papers, name or 
colors.?®
During the period January 1 to September 30, 1861, 
this joint effort by the United States and British Navies 
resulted in the capture, of '13 ships with 3008 slaves* £t 
was also estimated that If ships capable of earsytng 9,200 
slaves escaped the vigilance of the two navies,?®
The problem of the United States not allowing the 
British to search their vessels was still deterring the
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suppression of the slave trade* treat Britain again 
pressed for Visit and search rl£d»ts and that the United 
States declare that a ship fitted for the slave trade 
should toe captured
Before an answer could toe given, the United States 
recalled, from the coast of Africa, eight ships with a 
total of sixty-nine guns, They left one Corvette, the 
U.S.S. Saratoga* a sailing Ship n t h  eighteen guns, on 
the coast of Africa.7® The British felt that the retire­
ment Of tits U.S. Navy would mean that slave traders would 
again sail under the American flag.?® But the United 
States was involved in the Civil War and her Navy was 
needed at home to help blockade the Southern ports. 
this meant leaving the suppression of the slave trade 
almost entirely to Great Britain.
?4BS£, 1862, 1X1, pp. 9U-96,
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areat Britain had always hoped that the Morfeeim 
.States would impose their will upon the Southern States 
and ■ abolish-.slaver^ .. ' It- was apparent to -fee. .British that' 
the northern element would not force this issue# f.resident 
Buchanan# In his annual message on December 3# lB60# said 
that the Southern States should manage the B lm m w  problem 
in the South# for their and ther alone- were responsible for 
slavery in their states^ Be was ■telling the United States 
an# frost Britain feat fee^ r should not he concerned nor 
become infelfed in the slavery problem in fee Southern 
States#
fhls further prwed to fee British that fee com­
promise of 1890■indicated fee statesmen from fee north and 
South had decided upon fee .final solution to fee slavery 
question* After this# the British spmpsfer for fee fferfeern 
States declined! the British felt feat fee Worth had yielded 
to fee BMttu* the British fe#*a#ti# however# feat there 
would always he- a constant friction between fee Worth and
,%uchanan# president Buchanan# p# 13#* 
and the: c t y X l War* 1# SB#
South, tout there weal# toe no danger -of a separation of the 
Union ©I* a civil war*®
In the primary elections of November i860* Mr.
4Abraham Lincoln secured a larger number of votes than 
m m  necessary to give M m  the Presidency of the United 
States, this would signify that the executive power 
would shift from the Southern pro-slavery domination to 
the Northern anti-slavery domination.® This m m  safe to 
cause an explosion in the South, > and it did. The British 
had an optimistic hope that some form of compromise would 
prevent a oivil war.®
Until this time, the English had Men concerned 
with dealing with one united nation, although there wens 
two opposing ideologies within this nation. The American 
North believed in free labor while the south supported the 
slave labor theory. The thought of an independent nation, 
dedicated to the belief In slavery was most appalling to 
the British,
It was only natural that both sections of the 
Union would be tying for British support and recognition,
%bld,, p« 37,
^Abraham Lincoln (1809-1065), Sixteenth President 
of the United States, IS61-1065,
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there tiers man? reasons why the slavery issue, during 
-1860-1861 m m  important to s11 three parties# the Berth# 
the South and the British* So a look at some «f the factors 
Involving the slavery issue will help to determine why the 
British eventually supported the North, in an attempt to 
abolish the slave trade.
this pending change in the administration of the 
United States would have m  effect on the thinking of the 
British people .and the British sympathy would be aligned 
more to the North as a free slave society rather than 
to the South as a slave society,? The Southern states 
were of the opinion, however, that they could sway England 
to support them, fhetr trump card was their great pro­
duction of cotton*
In 1861, 20 per cent of the British people lived 
directly by the cotton industry and it was the South which 
produced about 80 per cent of this eobtes* this. Of 
course, gave the South (Strength in their belief of "King 
Cotton,fhere was talk and speculation in the South of 
withholding the cotton until Europe and especially England 
should treat the South upon her terms,10 'that of being
®See Append!* V for production of cotton by the 
South and consumption of cotton by England,
%ilen, e*Bf fast the: g.S», pp. %?6~77.
10BSg. 1862, xxn# p. 13.
recognized as an independent nation. It was the. British 
view that i1» South needed to tell its cotton to Great 
Britain more Mian.the British needed to buy their cotton 
from the South. It was- inconceivable to .the British that 
the South would expect them and the french to give the 
South any aid in extending slavery simply' to receive' an 
abundant supply of cotton.11 ffts South m m  of the opinion 
that England would have t# support the South# for if England 
received no cotton for her cotton ml U s  thaw would be wide­
spread unemployment.
There were a number of factors the South did not 
consider. When the Civil War started, the English Cotton 
manufacturers had a §0 per cent over supply of raw cotton, 
as. well as an excess of manufactured cotton goods* Shis in 
Itself would have caused s m s  cotton mills to slow pro­
duction and unemployment would have resulted.12 The cotton 
manufacturers now had a ready excuse for their unemploy­
ment problem— the Civil War, and a supposedly short supply 
of raw cotton* not' that they had sol over supply of raw 
cotton and manufactured goods. This la perhaps one reason 
why m e  British cotton industry did not pressure the British 
Government to change their neutrality policy*3 and support 
the South,
.iW*Wifpw«iww.’«W!WMP^
11Adams, a*!* and tup. Civil yay, I, ' 40.
lsAllen, ft.B, and the tt.fi.. pp. 476-77,
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Another factor the South <110 not take late account 
was the repugnant thought of the British supporting a con­
federation formed os the avowed principle of perpetuating, 
if not extending# slavery.The South did not recognize 
a lesson taught so often by experience# that Is if the 
supply of a commodity is stopped from one source# there 
will 'be a stimulation to acquire the commodity from other 
s o u r c e s . 1 ^ $r, McMahon, in a speech in the 'Mouse of
Commons# stated the view that England had assisted the 
Colonies# before the American, independence# in their 
production of cotton, sugar, and tobacco# however they 
had forgotten the independence of their country and 
England was no longer bound to help them., Mr. McMahon 
said beet root could bo grown, in England, and converted 
to sugar and the sugar converted to beer. Cotton could 
be grown in India and Australia. This would reduce the 
need for slave labor in many countries,1**
Mr. Buxton also abated in parliament that Africa 
could supply a boundless amount of cotton# if only the 
slave trade could be stopped and enable the African 
agriculture and commerce to grow and thrive.17 What
14BSP. 1862, JUXXX, p. 14.
15Ibid.# p, 13,
!%anaard, farl, Bebate# CLXI, (1861), p. 975.
X7Hansard, M U  Debate, GEXIV, {1861), p. 1641,
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must be done■tor Africa, he said, was to "elevate the 
minds of her people and call forth the capabilities of 
her soil."1® The British idea was to procure their 
.cotton'from sources other than the South, principally 
their own colonies* and therefore the price- of Southern 
cotton would fall and slavery would become too expensive 
in the South#1® The British, in fact, looted with favor 
upon the stimulation of the cotton production in India and
gfv
her other colonies*""
Even though the "cotton, is king" theory had been 
devalued* there were still people in England who favored 
the South* There was a theory, that gained some strength, 
that the Southern planter bore resemblance to the English, 
country gentleman, it developed a feeling of kinship and 
sympathy with the South from those in England of the landed 
gentry* This was not a.large group- or a great power and
probably more of an appeal of one -agricultural society to
&%
another. The idea of a slave society was not as repug­
nant to this group as it was to the working class.
There was a stronger feeling, in Great Britain for 
the North -than, for the South, even though there was
*%ir Theraas Powell Buxton, The African Slave 
and-its ■Remedy (London* John HurrayV lWd), p
r *^The Times (London), August 20, 1862, p. 9 
aoThe Times (London),. September 13, 1061, p. 
aiAllen, g.B* and the. p. S3?*
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widespread belief* early in the War, that the South would 
win her independence. The distaste for a newly horn state 
based -on slavery* which would bring an increase, in the 
slave trade* had many followers In anti-slavery circles
©ie British workingman felt he had a strong .inter­
est in the''divll War. If' the. North won. and the ."Slaves were 
liberated# free labor would-be debased,®* This led.!®?* 
Charles. Francis Adams, United States Minister to England, 
to remark in a letter to Mr. -Seward* in June 1861# that 
neither party in England would■be so bold' as to- declare 
its sympathy with a cause based upon the extension of 
slavery, ©is would at once draw upon the party* the 
indignation of the great body, of the working, class.
In December i860, When it appeared that separation 
between the North and South-was inevitable, tori Bussell 
said that England must avoid favoring either the North or 
the South. He hoped that if separation cam® it would be 
peaceful. There was a possibility that the North would 
pass laws "net to interfere with slavery and these would
as .'well' as in.some neutral;-groups*22
^Adaras, cub. and the Civil War, I* f 1.
s%hot»s A, Bailey#'A Diplomatic .History of the 
American People Cfth ed.i New Yorks Appletbn-GehEury-
S g S W g r & W T T p* 383,
gftBaB, 1862, 1MX, p. 136
satisfy the South* Lord Russell wrote to Lord Lyons* 
the British minister at Washington, that if say official 
of the Watted States Government should ash for advice 
from Her majesty’a Government, LyonB was to reply that he 
was not authorises to give any advice* nor would the 
British Government do 'So unless hath the North and South 
should apply to them for assistance. it was the hope 
of the British Government to continue this neutrality 
policy between the Union and the Confederacy,2^
Great Britain had established her policy of 
neutrality* however* when Abraham Lincoln became presi­
dent of the United States, the public opinion of England 
was favorable to the North and even the London Times 
favored Mneoln’s election on the "no extension of slavery" 
platform*’2® The British believed that the Worth was 
fighting the war over slavery and that it was the funda­
mental issue,2^ The British, waited for some indication 
that tela was tee real issue of the war* But early in the 
war the necessity of Lincoln's “border state policy" forced
g5lbld., pp. 18-13. 
g6Ibld.. p. 1§*
% P ,  l86l* JElXPftI, p. 117,
28Allen, g.B. and tee U.3., p* 457. 
p* 483.
Secretary Seward to warn diplomats abroad not .to bring 
Into consideration the future of slavery.3°
The English people began to think tee war was 
being fought to see who would control tee American 
Congress. One British cttisen answered Mrs. Harriet 
Beecher Stowe* avowed anti-slavery leader, in a letter 
to tee London Times teat.Northern Army Commanders do not 
receive negroes as "freeman" tout at “sontrahand of' war." 
tea North was not treating the Negro as a human, hut as 
property,.still subject to trade.31 tea North had. not 
rushed to 'tea South with the cry “down with slavery,* 
but waited coldly until Fort Sumter fell* and teen 
began the war»3®
The ''British m m  concerned teat for over a year 
after tee start of the Civil War, tee Northern Government 
still had done nothing about tee slavery Question and in 
feet slavery existed in tea Border states* within the 
boundaries of the Union and seemed protected by tee Union.33 
The South was taking advantage of this silence by 
tee Norte and attempted to bid for British support, in 1861, 
the South sent throe diplomats to England to present and
M  watt, and ilu> .Civil, far, 1* 176* '
3*The Timas (London), September 13* 1861* p» 6*
32Ibid.
3%1!ten* g.,», and yhe g«a»* p. 459.
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influence England on the Southern view* They reported to 
Lord Russell'that the north was not fighting a war against 
slavery* hut to preserve the Unions for after the Battle of 
Bull Run* both houses of the United States Congress .passed, 
resolutions that the war was. waged to uphold the {pro* 
slavery) Constitution and to enforce the pro-slavery lass* 
Also, that President Lincoln proposed no freedom of the 
Slaves, only that the Southern people must bow to the will 
of the North* therefore* it was their opinion that the 
anti-slavery sentiment in England should have no sympathy 
with the North.^
The North was busy attempting to influence the 
British in the belief that their position was correct and 
that great Britain should support then* Mr. Benjamin, 
Confederate Secretary of state, wrote to games 14. Nason, 
Confederate Minister to England, that false and insidious 
suggestions had been made by the agents of the United 
States, at European courts. The North contended that the 
Confederacy would change its Constitution, as soon as 
peace was restored and then allow the importation of 
slaves," Another rumor was instituted that the South
34b§£, 186S, LXII, p, 75* the three Southern 
diplomats were Messers fancy, Boot and Mann*
"yams s b « Richardson,
Messages and gapera^of t 
Cited hereafter as Richardson
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Intended- to -outfit vessels as privateers and carry on - the 
slave trade between Africa and dote* The South would d© 
this after the withdrawal of the- American Savsl Squadron 
then engaged in the suppression of the- African -slave
trade.36
; The South answered quickly by saying-that the 
provisional and permanent constitution of the Confederate 
states prohibited the importation of slaves fr©» any 
foreign country, other than states and territories of the 
Confederate States or the United States# nevertheless, 
Southern Commissioners in England reported to their Govern­
ment there- would- be no British recognition ©f independence 
and commercial treaties unless the South would' agree to 
°»utual right of search" treaties, for the -suppression -of 
the slave- trade*.- President Davis replied that the- Con* 
federate Constitution did not give'him- the authority to 
negotiate such a treaty#3®
Mia - indicated to -the British that they would have 
the same problem, with the South, that they had previously 
encountered with the United States in the suppression of
■WCM*!l’ei1'i»tf.-|W*iMMWW«!»iiiWee * ^ WViUiiWwlJW'eia)W.wwr<Wi)iliSi!ilp.*»'*winii,ii*.i».i*itll*liS»'iWnlliWW(»j'
^Miller, Meatogg, VXI1, 7 7 9,
. Milne* fmmy* of
niatoi*ie&i laia&aw* jopw&ix 
pm. 1 w » M  gmfBM&um* p* 403*
fti&s is In i*
of the Oonfeierato eona-Mtntion.* ' •
a^ g. the Clirll VTar, II* 88.
the slave trade. The British were set interested in recog­
nizing another nation that would not grant treaties for the 
suppression of the slave trade*
However* it wan the North that finally took posi­
tive action during the latter fart of 1861 and convinced 
the British that they should not support the Confederacy, 
The American Brig Reindeer was seised at Newport, Rhode 
Island, and charged with being fitted for the slave trade,
The BstmSeer was then condemned by the United States 
Government,^ 
Hr. Adams also informed Sari Russell Mat M e  
United States Government was taking vigorous action to 
halt the outfitting of Mips for the Slave trade and of 
apprehending persona engaged in the slave trade,40 The 
pert of New fork had become unsafe for the outfitters 
and as a result they Were transferring their operations 
to other ports* m e  teeing Liverpool, England-41
3%SP, 1861* %m» p. 13®,
40Ibld,. p, 3t3» Also, ibid., p* 33®, Captain 
Samuel P. Skinner was tried at New 'Bedford, Massachusetts 
for fitting out a ship with the intent to embark on a 
slave trading: voyage. He was found guilty and sentenced 
to five years in the Massachusetts Stats prison. This 
was the first conviction and punishment, by the United 
States for the ‘’intent only*'" of a person to engage in 
the slave trade, Bussell was created an Earl in July 
1861* See PNB, XVXX, 454-6**.
4lIbld., p, 3f4,
Bar1 Bussell answered Mr, Adams that the British 
were pleased with the action taken by the American Govern- 
mmt -aiid- with its success in' putting, an end to the sieve 
trading enterprises In Mew fork. 'Me 'further' stated ■ that 
he would make & thorough investigation of the trans­
ferring of the 'Outfitters of slave vessels to Liverpool 
and use all the powers of the British law to prosecute 
them* Bussell also said that the British Government 
would always 'he ready to cooperate with the United States 
in the prosecution of Judicious measures to extinguish 
the Slavs trade
On November 8, l86l, the United States tried 
Captain Nathaniel Cordon, -for feeing a slave trade*. ®
Mr, Archibald, British Consul at Mew York, reported that 
25,000 people of-Sew forte presented a petition to the
President and to thought that Gordon would be tot free.
However, the petition was to no avail and Gordon was
• Wfrexecuted on February SI, IS6S, After Gordon's execution, 
the London flross reported that whatever were the merits
%feld., pt 335.
^BSP. 1863* L3BK, P* 537* Captain Gordon was 
tedf tmEer tte §th m m loti of the &ei of ■ fhis
M % said that if must Wmited States otiisen* while 'feeing 
on hoar# a m m m l ettesM fereifeir tosfine m  ■ieiatit a 
hegro* with the-iiitefit to mite him a sieve, then that 
person shall fee stfjFudgedi a pirate anO on eonvlotioxt shall 
suffer death*
of the Lincoln Government, if the execution were for the 
most vigorous proceedings .against the slave trade* then 
civilisation and humanity would thank Mis,*® With the 
conviction of Captain Skinner (see footnote' to) and the 
of Oapfcain OoMoa* i&e British were convinced 
that the Herth was detei^ae#.' to m p p m m  %tm mla w  
teaton^
the United States and Oreat .Britain, were bow pro- 
greasing along tl*e same path regarding the slew trade a&d 
animosities were m ttm lx ig ,* ■ fhe right of reciprocal search 
aad visit ha# net h@eo officially deelsrei* hoi the United 
States was more willing to discuss aegotiatiOBS along this 
line
iHHiit.n'.lil .1 il^lia«il>«»>rir»^WiW
^%he Times {London).* March 13, 1662, p. 9* 
46B3P, 1862, LXI, p. 330,
^Soulaby, Slave Trade, p. 168.
CHAPfEB V
TUB AN0LO-AMERICAN TREAT? OP ABRIB 7, 1862
The United States Naval Squadron wee recalled from 
the Meet Coast of iftitt in September of 1862* and from 
its primary duty in the suppression of the slave trade*
Since the American Squadron would no longer he present 
the slave traders carried On- their trade primarily under 
the American flag,1 this prompted Bari Russell to ask the 
United states what measures she would not take to prevent 
this abuse and to assist in the suppression of the slave 
trade
Mr. William H. Seward, now the Secretary of 
S t a t e ,  ^  replied in September 1862* with what he con­
sidered "informal information*“ that the United' State# would 
no longer have any objections about allowing American 
vessels to be boarded and searched by the British, such
*§§£, i860, mg, P* 63.
2Miller, treaties, Pill, 778.
%3P* 2868* 'MIX, p« It* Also* Ibid.* p. 13* 
general gill wanted to send troops to reinforce Port 
Sumter in December i860. President Buchanan would not 
do this* so Cass resigned* Buchanan then appointed 
Mr. Black* the Attorney general* as Secretary of State* 
for the remainder of his term* President Blneoln 
appointed Mr. William H. Seward as his Secretary of 
state,
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as the former policy had been, the United States was, 
in fact* willing to have British cruisers overtake any 
American vessels that were suspicious of being a slave 
vessel* He warned, however, that the United states was 
still sensitive about the'subject, hut since he had made 
the statement, he was certain that the President and his 
Cabinet would honor it* This still would not 'give the 
British license to "detain" American vessels, this could 
not be authorized without a convention or treaty*4
&erd Lyons could detect a feeling that the Union 
had a desire to rally the support of the anti-slavery 
faction in England for their cause,'* So he requested 'that 
Seward put this “informal information" in a memorandum* 
Seward complied and iyens sent it to Bari Bussell in 
England* tyons explained to Bussell that there was not 
too much danger In the memorandum for the British, since 
it could ha cancelled by either stating so, or just not 
acting upon the memorandum, Lyons also expressed the 
view that he had not expected so much liberty on the high
IS
seas, from the United States, so soon.
great Britain was to be more surprised, for on 
November 8, 1961, Seward asked Lord Lyons to give .him a
W w *  MSIISS* ***** 779.
%Hne, "Treaties of 1868," Attar* Hist, Rev,,
xxxvm , 51a,
%tller. Trestles. VtSX, 785.
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memorandum on Just what would he acceptable to treat 
Britain# fox* the suppression of the- slave trade, Seward 
explained that sines the Southern element had departed 
from the Federal Sovemmentj he could tako more liberty 
in steps to work with the' British in the suppression of 
the slave trade
Before treat Britain and the Baited States could 
work out an agreement, .another important event occurred in 
November that required moat of the diplomats* time and 
efforts. The U.S.S. San Jacinto stopped the British mail 
packet Trent and removed two Southerners* bound for 
Europe,® the Trent affair was not fully .settled until 
January l86s. Because of the embarrassment caused by 
the Trent affair* Seward was most anxious to keep on 
friendly relations with treat Britain and again took the 
■initiative*9'
pwewieiwcwMiiliilLnia JiteWiWiiHi'ift.»I.I i''i 'in «!i>< ■
Trbia., p., 781.
®Adams» g.B. and the Civil War, pp. 203-43. The 
Trent was steppe! on WSvtmSSr #, w » .  Two "Special Com- 
missloners of the Confederate States of America," Mr, Jamas 
M. Mason* destined for England and Mr* John Slidell* des­
tined for Prance, were removed from the Trent,. The issue 
in this case was that the Trent* with Slidell and Mason 
had not been brought to port’ for adjudication* as prescribed 
by law* Croat Britain did not deny the Suited States their 
Belligerent rights* but the mtzure and removal of the 
envoys was asserted to.be a breach of International law.
The incident caused very1strained relations, between the 
United States and treat Britain.
%ilne* “Treaty of 1862," Amer. Hiat. lev.. wmiMX*
ft19 next approach by the Uni tea State a was to 
express a desire to see British cruisers sent to the Coast 
of* Cuba, and set up a patrol to assist In suppressing the 
increasing slave trade..* 1® Earl Bussell was more than 
willing to cooperate with the United States* However, 
he was worried that if a British cruiser were to put 
into 'the fort of Hew York with a prise ship, it could 
lead to strained relations in the United. States* even 
though he had a memorandum allowing British ships to 
inspect American ships suspected of being slave vessels,1* 
Bora Palmerston, in a speech in Parliament, 
strengthened Russell’s view* by saying that no permission 
given merely by the President could' be effective* since 
any search rights must be exercised under a treaty 
sanctioned by the Senate of the United states.12 In 
view of this, Bari Russell wanted a clear and concise 
set of rules to protect British interests. Instead of 
the informal memorandum. Russell now requested Lord 
lyons to approach Hr. Seward and see what type of 
negotiations could be made,1^
urjWtwiMwibwii;’!'-
10B3P, 1863, ■ VO*, PP. 508-09,
11MilXer, treaties, fill* 791. Also*. Mine,
"Treaty of 1863,f* fmar* Ufat. .lev,, XXXVIII, 516-18*
^Hansard* Jgr|» ««f» (1813), p.
1%iller, treaties, fill, 701. Also. mlno. 
"treaties of l86g,* M r TlKiafc, Hev*» XXX71II, 516-10.
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Lord Lyons spoke fee Mr* Seward on March 15, about 
negotiating a treaty for batter cooperation, but Seward
answered 'that the tine was not appropriate to enter into
litnegotiation® of this typo* Mr* Seward, however, did 
propose the British request to president Lincoln and his 
Cabinet. Then on March 21, lord Lyons presented Mr. Seward 
a draft of a treaty and Mr. Seward presented this to Presi* 
dent Lincoln and his Cabinet,*5 Shis draft apparently 
satisfied the President and hie Cabinet because Seward, 
on tile same day, March @1, told Lyons that he was willing 
to negotiate a slave trade treaty* However, the treaty 
must appear to have originated in the united States*
The British were agreeable, for they realized that 
many United States Senators still resented the British 
theory .of their right of search and these Senators would 
not be pressured into any treaty of search or inspection 
by the British,*? On March 22, 1866, Mr. Seward informed 
lord Lyons Mat the President of the United States was 
aware of the British concern over the increased slave 
trade -under the American flag* The President had instructed 
Seward, to contact Lyons, and determine if the British were
^Slilne, “Treaty of 1862," Amer. flat* lev*.
L*# P*
l6lbid., p. 519-
^Miller, Treaties, i m *  793*
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agreeable to a convention, to negotiate a treaty, for the 
suppression of the slave trade. If the British agreed to 
this convention, the President would then ash the advice 
and consent of the Senate of the Waited.States*1®'
The British m m  willing to play the game, and lord. 
Byons 'replied to Mr. Seward that Great Britain desired to 
act in consort with the United States for a treaty, and 
that ho was reedy to negotiate immediately.3'® So Mr. Seward 
m  .{tech 32, presented to Byena the draft of the treaty tint 
Lyons had. presented to Seward the previous day. how the 
treaty had all the appearances of having originated with the 
United States.®0 Lord Lyons also informed Sari Russell of 
the latest turn in events and sent him a copy of the draft 
of the treaty submitted by 'Mr* Seward.21
The draft Seward presented to Lyons was essentially 
the same that Lyons had. presented to Seward* The one pri­
mary difference was in Article 111* The British had pro­
posed no time limit for the Treaty, while the United States 
inserted a clause giving each power the right to put an 
end to the Treaty after ten years* After the ten year 
period, by giving one year notice of intent, the Treaty
1863, U0OU p* 509.
[*# IN SW*
2%llna, "Treaty of lQ6s,n &mer« Hist. Rev. 
XXXVXIX, 513.
a*BSP. 1863, a s ,  p. 510*
could fee terminated «22 The British still wanted the 
unlimited time duration* hut Earl Bussell.told Lent Lyons 
If this wee the only problem holding up the signing* then 
sign with the ten year iimitatlon.2^ 'Hr* Seward told 
Lyons that the ten year limitation of the Treaty should 
remain* - Xf 'the Treaty were vigorously executed* the slave 
trade would he suppressed in ten yearn* Xf the Treaty did 
.not stop the slave trade* then other measures would he 
necessary.2^
'Hr* Seward else knew the attitude of the Sonata and 
wanted the Treaty signed immediately! the mood of the Senate 
could change in a month and they might not accept the Treaty* 
Seward conveyed this message to Lyons, and said there would 
not he sufficient time for an answer from Bari Russell. As 
% result* lord Lyons signed the Treaty on April 7* 1062.®® 
Lyons did not receive official approval from lari Bussell 
to sign the Treaty until over a month lafcerj however* the 
British did not want to let this opportunity get maw*
®elfeld. «»i« is Article XXX of the Treaty* Sec 
Miller, TreStles, VIXX, ?60.
:# p
Congress, Senate, 
of the African Slave
atv f
a «  m» ~SaS&77 'SaiTmsa*  *  3 '*
Bo, XltgJ, y, 3*
S%ilna, "Treaty of 1062*" Aaer* tilst. Bev.. 
XXmiX, 523, ' '"**
g6BSf»» 1863# LXXX, p. 51©,
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lyons had also informed Russell that it would 
useful**® a two-thirds wot® of the Senate#. present for duty# 
for ratification of'the treaty*®^ to April 2g* 1862*'the 
Senate ratified the Treaty without any dissenting votos.
When-nows'Of the ratification was brought to Seward-# 
he was exceptionally pleased and exclaimed that a Treaty to 
destroy the slave trad®' had been pushed through the Senate* 
Its said* “if 1 haw© dons nothing els© worthy of self-con­
gratulation* X deem this treaty sufficient to haw lived 
for*
the treaty for the suppression of the African slave 
trade was signed on April 7# 1862.30 gt contained twelve 
articles* Annex “a" contained the instructions for the 
ships -of the United States and British Mavis# employed to 
prevent the African slave trades^ Annex ®B* contained the
p# 52i.
®%ancroft, Hfe of toward* x*# 344. Also, ISP* 
1863, 23XX* p. 52S* ■ m .
^Bancroft* Mfe. jg. toward* XX# 3ftg. .
Stiller, .^eaties# ttXX* 753. Also# BSP* 1862* X* 
p. 39. The original Treafy was the British Sill Mo* 160* 
However the British made an error in printing and states 
the Bill was signed June 7# instead of April 7. Bill Ho.
242 was then passed substituting the word April for tone, 
Together the two Bills whan passed* ware ©ailed'the African 
Slava trade Acts (Ho. 1 & 2)* 1.862, this treaty ie soma- 
times referred to.as the “lyona-towerd Treaty of i862*w 
See Milne, 'Treaty of 1862,“ t or. Mat* Rev,, XXXVXXX# 512.
3 % m © r ,  Treaties* VXXX, 760.
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regulations for the «i3»d Court® of Justice established to 
adjudicate ail cases of capture or detention of vessels.®2 
Article 1 of the Treaty stipulated that warships of the 
two nations, provided with special instructions# could 
visit the - merchant vessels of each nation* that were sus­
pected of being engaged In the slave trade* Article I ■ 
also-defined the limits of the .reciprocal right of search 
.and detention* which would be allowed only within two 
hundred miles of the African Coast and South of the thirty* 
second degree of latitude, and within thirty leagues**® of
the Cuban coast. Article '71 spelled nut what vrould con­
stitute "equipment*1 in determining whether or not a vessel 
was equipped for the slave trade.35 Article Will stated 
vessels engaged in the slave trade or fitted out for the 
purpose of the Slava trade would b© adjudged and condemned 
by one of the mixed Courts of Justice, established by the 
frosty*®^ Uhder Article xx, the daptato* Master* pilot and 
crew condemned by the mixed courts would be punished
;* # $*
®%n English Maritime league is equal, to three 
geographic (nautical) miles. Therefore 30 leagues are 
equal to 00*aautical.(sea) Mias* or 103*5 statute (Doi) 
miles, - ,
^Miller, frestMi, wmt, 753*89*
pp. 757-58.
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according to the laws of their respective countries.3” 
Article XIX said the Treaty would be ratified and exchanged 
in Xtondon within etss months. It also said that the Treaty 
would remain in full forte for- ten years and after this 
time it could be terminated by either country giving one 
year notification of termination,3*3
Sreat Britain new had a treaty with the United 
States, hut there mm still ewe flaws, and whenever 
there are huge profits to be wade, such as the slave 
trade* these flaws will be discovered and exploited. By 
November 10fit, the slave traders were operating under the 
American flag and shipping slaves from the west coast Of 
the island of Madagascar. The Island was beyond the limits 
as stipulated in the Treaty, whereby British cruisers were 
empowered to detain American vassals engaged in the slave 
is*#®.
The Slava traders loaded their slaves at Madagascar 
and then made a run for Puerto Rico or Cuba. Puerto Bieo
and Madagascar were not Included in the Treaty. Sines
Puerto Rico was close to Cuba, but over thirty leagues 
away and also outside the 200 mile limit of Africa* the 
British ships could not interfere with American slave
%feyU, P. 759.
38lbld,, p. 760.
3%SP. 1863, IIS, p. 031*
vessels in this area of the broad Atlantic Ocean ana the 
Caribbean Sea. The British cruisers had stopped patrolling 
the coast of Cuba because of fear of Incidents with the 
United States' shipping* Moat American vessels were busy 
blockading 'the Southern ports* so there was nothing to 
prevent the slave traders from landing Negroes in Puerto 
Hlco and theft leisurely taking them to Cuba, lord 
Brougham, a member of the British Parliament* asked the 
United States If they were aware of this, and if so, 
would.tftey rectify itf*®
Since the British m m  conducting most of the 
patrolling in 'the suppression of the 3lave trade, the 
United States had to agree to rectify this flaw. On 
February I?, 1863» an additional Article to the frosty 
of April f t 1862 was signed in Washington The Article 
extended the reciprocal right of search within thirty 
leagues of. tea Island of Madagascar, within thirty 
leagues of the Island of Puerto Blco and rntm within 
thirty leagues of the Island of Santo Domingo.^ m e 
additional Article to the Treaty was now signed and
^^Hansard, Pari. Debate. C1XTZ, (1862}, p. 2180,
British
they signed it on May ’$$)*
» ftM, p, 92?.
Great Britain had received greater concessions than she 
had ever requested »ft3 All the slave trading areas were
4
now included in the Treaty, -
“Treaty of 186S*" Amer. Hist. Hev.,WP^GGWflapppiiPPT1
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ANTICLIMAX: UNITED STATES ABOLISHES SLAVERY
Only vessels of the Vnlfced States and Great Britain 
were covered toy the Treaty of April ?#. 1862j and because 
of this* the slave trade flourished under flags of other 
nations.'* Commodore Bdmonstone, Commanding the British 
African Naval Squadron, said he thought the slave traders 
would non resort to the French flag.*, because of their 
limited power of interference and the British flag# without 
register# would toe used. Therefore, Edmonstone said he 
would examine every vessel, that he. met flying the British 
flag*®
The slave trade continued to flourish# with the 
British Navy the primary means of suppression, because the 
American ships were occupied blockading Southern ports.
The British captured a number of ships in 1862# and 
observed that if the slave vessels were equipped for the 
slave trade they would toe without papers or colors* The 
Captains of the vessels resorted to a number of deceptions 
t© prevent the disclosure of their nationality. They
%lller» Treaties, VIII# $10* Also# Ibid.. p. 760.
%SP, 1863, LXXI, p. 161. The French still did not 
allow British cruisers to search their ships,
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w M M i  open occasion*. haul 4«mi their Mien# ttowwr B w u p
papers overboard and erase the mate ©f the vessel. In one 
ease, the figure head on the pros of the vessel was sawed 
©ff* to- farther erase the Identity of the vessel.®
By late 1862* the agents engaged in slave trade 
were mostly Portuguese. They were stationed at various 
places on the coast ©f■Africa and purchased- their Kegroes 
from-.native African brokers.^ Portugal was very lax In 
enforcing, her .-slave trade laws*, and the Portuguese slave 
traders now sailed under their own flag* rather than the - 
BritiOH or Am r^m flag*51 -Ifi -&#dltl©fi* the Amwt®m 
fcgr enforcing the %m& of the- treaty* had 
alosod their port# to the outfitting of g M m  vessels 
and it wan difficult for slam dealers to fin# vessels to 
©spry their slaws to duhs*. the traders were ready to 
take advantage of any faoilitiea offered theshy the 
apathy of the. fortogMse authorities on the cosst of 
fh* vessels they did tsiana§e to ohtain were 
toerioan taaie* m& sol#..to the fortugmese dealers* or 
dealers from other nations#^
%Pgid** p* 1.58*
** 165.
%SP, 106A* UCVI, pp. 895-96.
%SP, I863, Uaci, p. 102.
7lbl<3.. pp. 887-88. . The Laura, an American vessel* 
was Sold t o  I  Portuguese dealer arid was later captured and 
condemned.
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In addition to the fortagasse* the %amisb bmmm 
mom aotlve in the slave trade* Sine# Spain was not 
prosecuting or prdaihiting the -slave traders* they used 
the Spanish port of Cadis* as a base of operations.* fho 
British naval imadron ©topped' m nniihsr of ©hips operating 
from Cadis* fit© Clarissa had a oartifloat©' signed by the 
lMrio.an Consul at .stating that her registry had..
bean lost on the passage from Hew Hmk* ftte Claris©© was 
later captured In'the Congo* flying the Americas flag and 
It was dondei&tsd as a slave ship*® .Seapiah*
CooHmdlng. HUtt»g« Wmrn^w* ©sptnfed ,©■ vessel without 
papers op.oolors and shipped to .receive ©.laves*
Pis Captain of. the vessel sailed her 'the 
Operating from faiim*... lowever* on the stem-of the ship* 
W 80 talsni teeen.i Washington* B*C* was still visible*® 
flSKbtt** itslJ#©^ . were captured, both
being. fitted .oat for. the slave. f trade and both being, from 
Cadis*
fit© fulled States.stopped the outfitting of ships 
for the- .slave, trade in her ports Were was n m  some
8Ibld., p. 152. 
9bsf, 1864, mrz* pp. 1143-44.
^Ibid«» P« 881.
^ Ib ld . . p. 8*0,
^U.S. Be vised Statutes Poo. 87,10*1, '43rd Cong.,
1st sea*,, p. 1043* acV'of April SO, 1818, levied a
suspicion that this work was being carried on in English 
ports, <&ap# Brougham, brought this up in a discussion in 
the House of lords. He wants# to know if the fitting oat 
of a slave vessel was punishable under British laws, an# 
if so* why 'ha#- the .Hihhtinnaie been allowed to be equipped 
in the port of Liverpool.3^  ]$£& puseell replied to 
Brougham that the Nightingale was an American vessel an# 
ha#- teen fitted out in Liverpool late in i860 an# so. did 
not coma under the British Act of 1811* Ha# She been a 
British vessel, then it would have been a penal matter an# 
subject to British law** 7h© ability of slave traders to 
outfit their vessels in British ports was now eliminate#*
The two nations ha# become more strict in enforcing 
the laws against the slave trade. the British sentenced a 
Hr* John ®» Cook to two years in Bedford Jail for voluntarily 
serving on boar# a ship, knowing it had been fitted out for
fine of $1000 to $5000 and imprisonment at hard labor for 
three to seven years, to anyone equipping vessels for the 
slave trade within any port of the Baited States. However, 
the Act did not state what constitute# slave trade equip­
ment. Article Vt of the treaty of April 7,'ilia defines 
what will constitute slave trade equipment. So, by enforcing 
the two- laws, slave traders could be tried for equipping 
ships in American ports*
13Hanaard, pari* .Mfcaftb CLX71I, (1862), p. 1.
•^Hansard, Pari* Oabata. CMOT, (1862), p. 2181.
The Acts of 1811 state# that ""any person engaged in fitting 
out, in England, any vessel, ship or boat to be employe# 
in the slave trade was punishable with fourteen years' 
transportation, See Hansard, Pari. Debate, CiXVII,
(1862}, p, 125.
ftfete slave trade**3 ^  Wtt«4 State# sentences a Mr..
Albert Horn to five fears in prison and fined him net 
more .than $$©00 and net .lea# than $1000, for fitting out 
and dispatching from Hew York, m e  steamship City gf Mew; 
•forte, for the slave trade,1® Mr* Seward also- Informed 
Lord Lyons that.the United states would'use all it# power 
to punish any Americans who were found guilty of violating 
the laws of the -treaty.1^
©rest Britain now wanted Spain to prosecute the 
slave traders and. curtail the trade, Lord Brougham said 
England should have Spain declare slave trading in Cuba 
piracy and make Spanish, citizens subject to capital punish­
ment for participating in the slave trade. fhia had been 
a suggestion of Marshall Serrano, Captain General of Cuba, 
as the. only way to stop the trade in Cuba.*9 gar! Russell 
had received communication from Spain and answered Brougham 
that Spain was most anxious to suppress the slave trade and 
would take measures to that effect, However, they would not
15BSP, 186a, LXVI, p. 1155, 
l6BS£, 186$, uoa, p. 53?»
47jm> i&&*> i<xvi. p* 11*4*
^Hansard, Pari. Debate, CLXVX1, (l86a), p, 1.
deelare the trading of slaves as pimm and suhjeei Spanish 
elttaens to eapital pmSMmmfoJ®
Binee Spain would not soeperats tnUr* the British 
deoiied* in petetor JtUt*. fa&^mwmm a.sirsian. of oralslag 
#fftto Ouhan e©a»to* the iniieCSt&tss Oad. no vessels "■ 
dasi^aisd for the apaolfit -piifOsa of mp&mm&mu tto 
Slave trade* however* those vessels that were in # 1 0  
visinitf' of Oufea mm to 0# alert for slave ship# and to 
atop ttoss*^ When infowad of toe British intent to 
patrol the- luhst* toast* Hr*. Seward was elated^ and he 
then informed Ban! Bussell that the United States oould 
not send m*§r vessels to the ooaet of Afrioa for the 
expliett purpose of suppressing the trade* go did hope* 
however* that this would not deter the British in tarrying 
out, their dfcrty*®® Hot onlf did the tutted States not- haw 
a Waval Squadron designated for the suppression of the 
slave trade* hut tar the end of i®#i* she had not sent 
instruotions to tor. latal wtaels* m outlined W tto 
fwatr of #&Ft\ 7* 166S* Orest Britain waited tto Baited
States to send these Instructions so the United States 
Navy could toe active In assisting the British.®*
Secretary of the Navy, Gideon Welle stated that 
the Whited States* ships were already operating under "the 
belligerent right of s e a r c h . I f  the instructions as 
outlined in Annex "A''1 of the Treaty of April 7# 1862, were 
issued, the Naval Commanders would toe restricted to stop 
and search to determine only if they were in the slave 
trade. Under the rights as belligerents, the United States 
could atop all vessels, for contraband of war, and any 
vessels engaged in the slave trade or fitted for the slave 
trade could toe captured and condemned as pirates* Wells 
did not want to accept Annex "A* and did not want to send 
the instructions*®^ Besides this, Wells felt slighted 
because he did not have an important part in the nego­
tiations of the Treaty and he thought that Seward had 
been duped and led into a trap toy the British* As a 
result, he was in opposition to the Treaty.®?
as, senate, 
on Searcl
» 3Hth Cong., istiieas*,
P-erial No, 1180), p. hi?*
^Gideon Wells, Lincoln and Seward {New- Yorhs
Sheldon & Company, 187ft)^ mrip*‘"iW^",,lC,lltei5,',iSereafter as 
Wells, Lincoln antf
®%lller, Treaties, M U *  806-07
The British contended that without these special 
instructions, any slave vessel captured toy the United 
States1 vessels, could net toe adjudicated in. the courts 
established by. the .Treaty*®® Ms© the Butted. States 
could not.toy -the.."rights•©f, belligerents,”.detain mt 
send in for adjudication any neutral vessel that was. not- 
breaking the Union blockade of Southern ports,*® .fbts 
is what the British, feared, that the United States would 
send in for adjudication any vessels she so desired; 
whether they were slave vessels or regular merchant 
vessels. The British were of the ©pinion that the.Inited 
State* was-not participating in the suppression of the 
slave trade■as outlined by the treaty,
The problem was solved when the Treaty require­
ments were relaxed and a special warrant was Issued to 
United States Navai Officers, fit* warrant said that the 
right*'end privileges of the Treaty would not derogate 
from or conflict with any belligerent rights, the .power 
conferred toy the treaty was "added on to" the theory ©f 
rights of belligerents,3° On Marsh 28, 1863, Secretary
a®Welle, Lincoln and Seward, pp. 13^*35. 
a®U.S., Congress, Senate, instructions to United
Wells issued the warrants to his Naval Commanders,3* There 
were ten ships sailing in the West Indies waters and one 
Corvette on the coast of A f r i c a . 32 h * ,  Adatns also handed
a- list of these ships to Earl Russell on April it.* 1863.33
There was now cooperation end coordination between 
the Navies of the United States and Great Britain* they 
wore working in consort according to the Treaty, this was 
net to bring complete satisfaction to Great Britain* Mr* 
Taylor, a member of Parliament, said that slavery was one 
of the causes which had sms dissension between England 
and the United States.^ if slavery Itself could be «Unl*> 
nated, then the slave trade would no longer exist* General 
Cass, In March H@@# had remarked, "If slaves could not be 
sold# they would not be bought , .* Shis would close
the slave markets and the employment of slavery would 
cease* This was as true in 1862 as it was in i860. 
Slavery and a Slav® trad® still eatsted in the Confed­
eracy in 1862.
31B3P* 1864, u m ,  p. 901, See Appendix D U  for 
the names m m  types of ships,
3%ilne, "Treaty of 1862," Amer, Hist, lev.,, 
XXW1I1, 51S.
33B3P* 1864, £S/|, p. 900.
3^fhe (London), January 17, 1863, p. $,
3%3P, l86l, L3CEV, p* 264,
36ibid.* p. 241.
Great Britain wanted slavery abolished in the 
Wilted States# Lord Brougham remarked In January 1861» 
that he had an earnest desire to See slavery extinguished, 
hut by lawful means, the British emancipation had been 
carried out in stops over a five year period from 1833- 
1830# with no bloodshed,^
When the Civil War first started, the British 
working class thought that the war was to abolish slavery, 
but it was more than a year after the War started that the 
Worth gave this impression.88 In May 1862, Mr.* Seward 
wrote to Mr# Maims in England, that where before American 
diplomats had been restrained from discussing slavery as 
an issue of the War, they were new authorised to state 
that, in part at least, the war was intended for 'the sup­
pression of slavery,39
president Uneeln nest aware of his need to take a 
stand on slavery and Influence European opinion to the side 
of the North, issued his Emancipation proclamation on Sep­
tember 22, ltS6l**® This set free the Negroes still under
3%te Plmea (London), January 5, 1861, p. 10* 
38Allen, Q,%*. and the 1,8., p* *9 .
39Adaros, and the Civil War, XI, 95.
40Roy W* etiu* Wm-. terks ;gf
Abraham (9 v&Isuj M m  W & m r^T*
liters WEvSrEity f 1953}* V* ^33~3&* Also Moral**
taerta&n History i> , 338*
l * „ ' i l i I H i l i  ' n  i l l .  i . | I H « W M W W * l # * V .
control of the Confederate state*/** Mia did not mean 
that tin® negroes wow iwaSiatete' tet free* but would te 
so tea Southern territory was oaptiumi toy-tea northern 
tetitaai tela then-was-a. .iimdnSl awaocStpateoii# neither 
did this xiwteMtim • close tea teutfcern -MM&t • tel? slave#! 
Hegroes were still considered property and were still being 
bought and sold*-^  In ^ anusrir 1863# ■at -a public teetlte*
^ tvenW**fSve fesr cl# negro 19©®# a fifteen
year'014 bey fit $li§©# a-teon6#^tte stow ote'mam-far 
$1§C% -s twenty year old woman with two children for #29©©* 
a seamstress and house servant'.for $2973# fhis was to 
prove to  the Morbh, that the South still placed a value 
and a confidence 'in- »iaw*y#^S
tesaitent IJJiootmhM accomplished a n«ter of 
things with his- ammjttetem* lie knew that the British 
were now aligned with . the North over the issue of the
^%©hn. Hope. Jtetel&te* Stey paygfy:_|f W m M m  
(2d* ed.i New Ifofkt .Alfred A * pTwSRT
President -jbitieoln set free all the slaves. In tea United 
States aiesft those slaves in states or p^ts -Of states 
not in rebellion against the' United States* these - m m p *^  
tions - were the four border states of lentn#^# :Mi#soiiri# 
■Maryland and Delaware 1 the thirteen faristies of IfOUisiana# 
including the oitv of Hew Orleansi tho iortv^eighb counties 
that, became West Virginia? 'and the seven .counties of 
Virginia* including the cities of Norfolk and Portsmouth*
je fiiiie s  (ten d o n )* Mav 8* 1863* p.* 9* 
flmes |tendon)# 10* 1,863# p* 6*
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Civil War.^ m  also knew that as the Northern Armies 
occupied Southern territory, the slaves would "be set free 
and slavery would decrease * If slavery decreased there 
would he less need for slaves and the slave trade would 
decrease and eventually he abolished* fhtts President 
hincoln used an. emergency wartime power measure "to bring 
about an emancipation that Great .Britain had been able to 
accomplish in a peacetime atmosphere.
the United States had. almost eliminated the slave 
trade problem with the conclusion of the Civil Mar, and 
a victorious North} this problem would be eliminated, The 
two nations, still causing both the British and the Ameri­
cans trouble, were Spain and Portugal* Ironically, Croat 
Britain had signed Treaties with both these nations over 
thirty years earlier^ and had paid' them both handsomely 
to assist in the suppression Of the slave trade*
However, there was now an Indication of improvement 
in the vigilance of the Spanish authorities.* In December 
li8B, there were two cargoes of slaves landed in Cuba; one 
With 1OG0 Negroes landing near the district of Remedies 
and the other with 650 Nfegroea landing on the Isle of 
tines* Both of the lieutenant Governors of these districts
^The Times (london), January If, 1863, p* 9*
^%ee Appendix I*
9 9
i>g
were dismissed frost their office. General Bulee, the
Captain General of Cuba,' was determined to stop the slave 
trade and adhere to the Treaty between Great Britain and 
Spain and -suppress the slave trade The Spanish author­
ities did .not completely back him and the slave trade con­
tinued in Cuba#
Hie Emancipation Proclamation of danuary 1863, 
declaring slaves free in the Southern States, did create 
an alarm in Cuba; the slaves in Guta wanted their freedom
also. The Spanish Government now considered a gradual
an
emancipation of the slaves In Cuba, The Spanish Govern­
ment 'only thought about It- and took no action*
In February 1864, Mr, Seward wrote the United States 
Minister In Spain, Mr, Kroerner, to induce the Spanish to 
be firmer In controlling the slave trade. The steamer 
Arguellaa had landed over 1000 slaves in Cuba and Seward 
wanted to have that slave market closed. As long as there
was a market for slaves# there would be traders who would
ag
bring 'the slaves to Cuba, w Seward explained that Spain 
was the only Christian State# remaining# into whose dominions
46BSP, 1864, mtt» p. 845.
♦
*» 1863# m a »  p* at*
^ 0.8. Foreign Relations Boo* Sl.lj864/v«2, 38th 
Cong*# 2nd eess. # pp. 61-62.
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African Negroes were feeing Introduced as slaves. The United 
States desired that Spam remove .any obstacles existing In 
Cuba, hindering the suppression, of the slave trade. : Me also 
wanted Spain to be reminded that they had an agreement with 
Great Britain for.the suppression of the Slave trade.-®®. In 
May 1864, Seward wrote .President Lincoln requesting that he 
bring this matter to the attention-..of the British. This may 
have had some favorable effect for fey 1865, the slave trade 
was virtually eliminated in Cuba. $1 1SS§# there were 143 
slaves landed in Cuba* with all of them feeing resowed,®
The Portuguese too-, fey the end of 1863, were more 
cooperative in their effort to help atop the slave trade. 
They introduced a legitimate trade with their Colony,
Loanda, they started the planting of cotton- and opened 
mines in their African Colonies. There were large exports 
of palm oil and ground nuts, and many people who had 
formerly been engaged in the slave trade were now engaging 
in legitimate trade.®2
Thus fey 1865, other nations m m  cooperating with 
the United states and Great Britain and taking an active 
.part in the suppression of the slave trade or not allowing 
the trade within their possessions.
isg, '1865, LVl, p, 483. 
ee. Appendix. VZtt.» 
if, 1864, LXtl, p. 896
It was the lack -of cooperation between Great Brit­
ain and the United Mates that allowed the slave traders to 
conduct and increase their nefarious trade. Great Britain 
considered it her right to- step vessels from other .nations 
to -searclk for and .remove British 'seamen, or suspected 
British seamen. They refused to relinquish this right 
even though they knew the United States was strongly 
opposed to the.procedure and would therefore not allow 
British Officers to .search American vessels.
The United States refused to Sign any agreement or 
treaty with Great Britain whereby there would be mutual 
right of visitation, and search* During the half-century 
between the treaty of Ghent and the treaty Of 1862, the 
United States held rigidly and tenaciously -to the -right 
of her merchant vessels to be free from any visitation, 
search or intervention ty a foreign power. Great Britain, 
at times, reluctantly recognized this right, however, they 
continually requested the United States to enter Into an 
agreement for the mutual right of visitation and .search 
In an attempt to suppress the slave trade.
The two nations did sign the Webster*Ashburton 
Treaty August 9* 1842, but this still did not state the
102
necessary requirements fur abolishing the slave trade, 
First, the Treaty did not allow fh# mutual right of 
visitation and search desired by the British, Secondly,
It did not spell out in detail what would constitute 
slave trade equipment. St was 'the lack of this "Equipment 
clause" in any American laws or treaties that allowed the 
slave traders to sail 'under the American flag* .baring 
fits twenty years before the American civil War, mom 
slave traders sailed under the American flag than wader 
the flags of all the other nations*
A reason for the omission of these two important 
points, the mutual right of visitation and search and the 
’’equipment clause," was the strong Southern influence in 
the United States Government« The South hi# no desire for 
any treaty or negotiations whereby the slave trade would 
be halted* In fact they wanted to terminate the Webster- 
Ashburton Treaty in 18S6, claiming this Treaty was too 
costly, unnecessary at# inadequate. Senator John J« 
Crittenden, from Kentucky, said; "1 do not want any 
negotiations with Great Britain about the right of 
search or visitation* That is a subject which is
»1exhausted. Our minds are made up on that question*"
The Webster-Ashburton Treaty was not terminated and there 
was no new treaty signed to replace It,
Hawrenee, Visitation and Search, p. gfc*
This continued to be the American polity until 
after the ©site# states was separated by the Civil War,
On April 7* 186a,' the Northern states,' who now controlled 
the United' States Government,- signed .a treaty .with Great 
Britain that would help suppress the slave trade* With 
this -Treaty most disagreements between Great Britain and 
the United States* over the slave trade- disappeared* The 
Treaty was an exceptional devise designed under conditions 
of cooperation sad was to produce lasting results’* In the 
Treaty, Great Britain'received restricted search and -visi­
tation rights. 'Tie Treaty also spelled out what equipment 
would constitute slave trade equipment• Great Britain also 
recognized that the impressment of seamen was outdated and 
did not demand these rights from the United States, Both 
nations could now operate cooperatively under the same set 
of regulations and treaties'at# the slave trade decreased.
Another measure that helped seal the death of -the 
slave trad® was the abolishment of slavery in the United 
States, by the Emancipation Proclamation and the Thirteenth 
Amendment to the Constitution. With the removal of the 
Institution ©f slavery* there was no longer a need for 
slaves or a slave trade-to the United States* -Both the 
United States and Great Britain now brought pressure on 
Spain at# Portugal to suppress the slave trade. By the 
end of the Civil War the slave trade was virtually 
suppressed,
10*
The treaty for the Suppression of the African Slave 
Trade was signed April 7, 1862, It was net until April 27, 
1922, that Mr, A, 0* Geddes, the British Minister to the 
Waited States, officially requested that the treaty he 
terminated. He said It was Mis policy of the British 
Government to abolish all obsolete treaties, and since the 
slave trade had been completely suppressed* the treaty 
should he abolished. Mr. Charles B. Hughes, United States 
Secretary of State, agreed with Mr. Qeddes .and .said that 
all treaties for the suppression of the African slave trade 
would to® terminated on April 00, IftS.® This officially 
terminated any involvement between the- United States and 
Oreat Britain concerning the African slave trade.
for ..
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Article flfl
tile parties mutually stipulate that each shall 
prepare, equip, .and maintain la service, an the coast of 
Africa, a sufficient and adequate squadron, m  naval force 
of vassals, of suitable numbers and descriptions, to carry 
in all not less than eighty guns, to enforce, separately 
and respectively, the laws, rights and obligations of each 
of'the two countries, for the suppression of the Slave 
Trade,'and said squadrons to he independent of each Other, 
hut the two Governments stipulating nevertheless, to give 
such orders to the officers commanding their respective 
forces, as shall enable them most effectively to act in 
concert' and cooperation, upon mutual.consultation, as 
exigencies may arise, for the attainment of the true 
object of this article} copies of all such orders to 
be communicated by each Government to the other respec­
tively.
Article IX
Whereas, notwithstanding - all efforts which may 
be made on the coast of Africa .for Suppressing the Slave 
Trade, the facilities for carrying on that traffic and 
avoiding the vigilance of cruisers by the fraudulent use 
of flags, and other means, are so great, and the.tempta­
tions for pursuing it while a market can.be found for 
Slaves, so strong, as that the -desired' result may be long 
delayed, unless all markets be- shut against the purchase 
of African negroes, 'the Parties to .this Treaty agree that 
they will unite in all becoming remonstrances, with any 
and'all Powers within whose dominions such markets am  
allowed to exist! and that they will-urge upon all such 
Powers the propriety and duty of closing such markets 
effectually at once and forever*
•killer, Treaties, pp. 369-7 0,
Article
The eighth' article of this Treaty shall be .in force 
for five yeans from the date of exchange ©f the ratifica­
tions, and afterward until one or the other party shall 
signify a wish to terminate it. . . *
IMP#
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ARD THE BRITISH, IX ACCORDANCE WITH IMS WEBSTER- 
A3HB0STGN TREATY, FROM 1843-1957*
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Year «*-•— *•
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE AFRICAN NAVAt SQUADRON
r^»tf ««*£* <iiFti^if ev& fiftxtt? -<$f *t*t? fttD /xrvt?#
These are the. Instructions given toy Commander 
Matthew C. Ferry, t*S*S** t® the Captains of the vessels, 
under his command.
X. . fh®. protection of American commerce under the
American flag*.
2» Suppression of the slave trade;
a* The United States Covefoment does not 
recognize the right of any other nation 
to visit and detain vessels of American 
citizens engaged in commerce, except in 
cases of suspect of slave trading, and 
then only to ascertain the vessels true 
nationality .and character ,
b. Slave trade* with actual slaves aboard, 
is considered piracy by 'the-' United States, 
not merely having the equipment on board.
o. If a vessel is flying the American flag, 
it oat* be boarded by American vessels of 
wasp only. If vessels of other nations 
do so— it must be to ascertain if that 
vessel has the right to fly the United 
States flag,, only.
d, A.vessel of eaoh nation is to cruise 
together, to ascertain the rights .and 
prevent the abuse of the flag of its own 
country.
Things to.be suspicious of .in inspecting ships 
suapeeted of being slave traders;
a. Bouble seta of papers, no' honest traders
n e e d  them* :
b. An unusual number of water casks or tanks, 
excessive amountsof food.and: cooking 
utensils, ■ ■ ; 1 ■
o.. Thorough examination of log books, two sets 
are many tiroes kept, examine Investigate and 
inquiry thoroughly the log book presented 
yea,.
d, The shipping list of wages paid to seamen, 
slave traders pay much higher wages,
e». Consular certificates are often forged, in. 
lieu of the usual consular seal, the impres­
sion 1# .'made with, an American half dollar.
four cruising .grounds will extend from the waderia 
and Canary Islands to the Bight of Biafa and from 
the Ceast of Africa to thirty degrees west 
hongitude. . You may. go beyond these limits if 
necessary.
w m m m  s
PRODUCTION Of COTTON B¥ SUITS® STATES 
CONSUMPTION Of COTTON BY GREAT BRITAIN*
Bales of Cotton 
fear Produced in
Salted States
Bales of Cotton . 
Consumed in 
treat Britain
18a® (1832) 500,000 573,000
1830 I1831) 1,000,000 871*000
I860 5,000,000 3,386,000
*Bu Bois, Slaw Irate, p. 152*53*
Nate* A bale of cotton weighs fro© 375 pounds to 
400 pounds, The British used about 80 percent of the' cotton 
produced by the Untied'States*
jt ****** Jfe
SHAVE "TRADE PROFITS, FEBRUAR? 1861*
Cost of vessel and provisions. . * *. * 
Cost of 500 negroes @ 50 dollars , * * 
JO peraent mortality * * * * * * *  * . 
Wages and gratifications to Master , . 
and Crew
Blood money for landing 450 slaves & • 
lid dollars each
Cost of vessel and slaves « * * • * •  
One year’s Interest till paid, @
1® percent per annum 
total cost of the venture .* *. **.*«.
Sale of Ago slaves © 1200 dollars «& * 
Total coat of the venture. * * * * * * 
Profits on the venture * * * » - , * » »
8 & 0 W
t#50®
sft#so&
150.1!
However this is not a eonplete figure, If 
the slave- ship were captured empty* the less - 
would he the ship# provisions and Interest* say 
27*500 dollars* because the wages -and gratifi­
cations are contingent upon delivery of slaves. 
If a ship were captured with negroes on hoard* 
the loss would amount to about 55*000 dollars. 
So the safe arrival of one ship would pay for 
the loss of tea captured empty ships and five 
ships with negroes aboard. 'these odds make the 
Slav© trade worth the effort and account for 
the increase .in the trade*
♦bsp* issi* aoar* p. 898-*
SPATES VBSSKliS ASSIGNED TO 
SUPPRESSION OP f«E SIAVE TRADE*
■#teaib&
Mohican
Alabama.
Sonoma 
flega ■
Santiago de Cuba 
Octorara 
Rhode island 
Vanderbilt 
Connecticut 
Shephard Knapp
*hml
Screw Sloop . ,II « '
Sige«wh|ei Steals.
it tl »
ft IX ' tt
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«
m
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Sailing Ship
ESTIMATE OF SIEVES U K )  XH CUBA
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
to October 
to October 2,1 
to October 11
'October H ...
October 1862 
October li 
October IS 
to .October
l6.r_ a
% ' M  
*»:*»!
*
* Sot© 1Sots a
143® sot® 3
%st* 1863, txx i, p, as.
%Sf. 1864, a m ,  p. 86a. Also, Mlto®, '‘freaty of 
1862," Amar. Hist. Rev,. XXJCVm, 516.
%llne* Troafcy of 1862," «na»» Mot* Jgev., 
50057X11, 516. ■ '**' w ’
Sot® %t Of the 7,507 ©loves landed, about 830 
ware rescued by Cuban authorities.
Hot© a. Of the 6,80? slaves landed, 3,974 were 
rescued by Cuban authorities.
Note 3* 411 143 Slaves ware rescued by the Cuban
authorities«
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